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ABSTRACT 

 

 Cell mechanical properties are a label-free biomarker capable of differentiating between 

healthy and diseased cells. Currently, cell deformability is measured by testing the mechanics of 

a suspension of cells to yield population averaged properties. This approach can mask the 

presence of sub-populations of diseased cells. Alternatively, individual cell measurements 

provide detailed information of individual cells, but are inherently low throughput, making data 

acquisition tedious and scale-up impractical. To address these issues, we propose using optical-

based cell deformation techniques in microfluidic platforms to measure cell mechanical 

properties non-invasively, non-destructively and in a high-throughput manner (> 1 cell/s). 

 In this thesis two different techniques are proposed: optical alignment compression 

(OAC) cytometry and optical stretching in flow. Both techniques combine optical and 

hydrodynamic forces in low Reynolds number flows. In OAC cytometry, an aligning optical trap 

is combined with extensional flow in a microfluidic device to allow hydrodynamic forces to 

cause measurable deformation through cell-cell collisions at the flow stagnation point. Results 

demonstrate the utility of optical-based testing by testing two red blood cell systems. To further 

examine optically based techniques, we employ optical forces to induce deformation. In optical 

stretching with improved laser imaging, a linear diode bar laser is aligned parallel to flow in a 

microfluidic device to deform cells that pass through the trap. The combination of optical and 

hydrodynamic forces at high flow rates allows for high-throughput measurements (~50 cells/s). 

Technique viability is tested with both red blood cells and neutrophils. By considering these two 

approaches we will characterize the interplay of optical and hydrodynamic forces and their 

contributions to cell deformation in optical-based cell mechanical property testing.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 Cell mechanical properties are a label-free, low-cost, non-specific biomarker capable of 

distinguishing between normal and abnormal cells [1,2]. In diseases such as diabetes [3], 

sepsis [4], malaria [5], and sickle cell anemia [6], red blood cells (RBCs) experience decreased 

deformability, negatively impacting circulatory and oxygen transport functions. Cancer cells, on 

the other hand, can experience significant increases in deformability [1,7] which can be 

associated with the cells proclivity to metastasize [8,9]. Leukocyte deformability is also a 

function of cell state, stiffening with activation [1]. Biophysical information such as this can 

provide insight into disease progression and can be used to test drug efficacy [1] in the pursuit of 

personalized medicine [1,2]. Due to the inherent heterogeneity of biological samples [10,11], 

such testing must be performed on a large number of cells (104 – 106) to obtain clinically 

relevant population data. While techniques have been developed to test cell mechanical 

properties, there is currently a lack of methods with throughput capable of measuring cell 

populations on a clinically relevant timescale.  

 Cell mechanical property measurement can be performed at the cell suspension or 

individual cell level and involves applying a known force and observing the deformation 

response. At the bulk level, cell properties have been measured in suspension in rheometers such 

as the ektacytometer [12-14] and rheoscope [12,15], or with a cell filter [16]. These bulk 

techniques provide average mechanical properties for cell populations but mask cell sub-

populations such as circulating tumor cells at a concentration of 1-10 cell/mL [17], scarce 

compared to the ~109 RBCs present per mL [18]. 

 On the other hand, average cell mechanical properties can also be obtained by 

individually testing many cells. Along with average values, population distribution can be 
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obtained from individual cell testing, identifying small cell populations that can be hidden within 

a bulk sample average. Established techniques such as micropipette aspiration [5,19-22], atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) [7,23,24], magnetic twisting cytometry [25-27], optical tweezers [28-

31], and optical stretchers [8,32] all provide detailed cell biophysical information but do so for a 

limited number of measured cells [33]. 

 A number of techniques have been developed to improve on the throughput limitations of 

individual cell mechanical testing incorporating flow. Optical stretching, for example, applies 

non-invasive optical forces via counter-propagating divergent beams to apply antipodal 

stretching forces to the trapped cell [34]. Due to the geometry of the stretcher, however, 

throughput is still limited to ~ 1 cell/min [8,35,36]. Similar to micropipette aspiration, contact 

forces can be used to induce cell deformation by applying a pressure to force cells through 

constrictions [37-41]. While improving throughput, it is difficult to decouple cell-object 

interactions, such as non-specific adhesion, from cell mechanical properties. 

 By using hydrodynamic forces directly, throughput has been drastically increased to 

~2000 cells/s with inertial microfluidic techniques while avoiding reliance on physical contact 

with the cell to induce deformation [42-45]. Extremely high shear rates (175,000 s-1) and 

corresponding destructive shear stresses (1,750 dyn/cm2), however, damage cells and prevent 

subsequent cell viability. Clinically, this cytometer has been used to differentiate between 

pluripotent stem cells [44] and diagnose malignant pleural effusions [45], but the possibility of 

cell activation [46-48] or lysis [49] limits the broader applicability of this mechanical property 

cytometer. 

 As such, there is a need for a high-throughput individual cell mechanical property 

cytometer capable of non-destructive measurement at physiologically relevant flow conditions. 
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To this end we propose optical-based cell mechanical property testing in microfluidic devices as 

a useful tool for cell systems that require testing at lower shear stresses than other high-

throughput techniques [44,45]. Testing at the length scales of a single cell is conveniently 

performed at microfluidic device length scales. In such devices, viscous hydrodynamic forces 

capable of deforming individual cells dominate flow. Direct application of tightly focused high-

energy laser light to a cell surface generates picoNewton (pN) scale optical forces [50-53] 

capable of non-destructively deforming cells [34]. Integration of the necessary optics with 

microfluidic devices allow for cell manipulation and property testing in a non-invasive, non-

destructive manner. 

 Optical-based cell mechanical property testing is limited by the applied optical forces, the 

deforming viscous shear stresses, the rate of cell deformation, and the number of cells that can be 

tested simultaneously. These limitations are examined here in two experimental methods. The 

first, optical alignment compression (OAC) cytometry, relies primarily on hydrodynamic forces 

to deform cells while optical forces are used for alignment. As flow properties at the microscale 

are well known, hydrodynamic drag forces can be quantified and cell mechanical properties 

calculated. Optical forces do not contribute to cell deformation in this approach as the required 

alignment intensity (~1 mW/µm) is low and cell manipulation is dictated by the fundamentals of 

particle transport at low Reynolds number (viscous force dominated) and high Péclet number 

(diffusion limited) flows. Such low optical forces make this approach useful for deforming 

optically-sensitive cells. Additionally, cell-cell contact during deforming interactions gives OAC 

cytometry potential as a cell adhesion assay. However, the throughput of OAC cytometry is 

limited by the flow geometry and the balance of hydrodynamic and optical forces needed to 
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induce collisions but still provides accurate viscoelastic mechanical information for each 

individual cell. 

 By instead relying on optical forces as the primary deforming force, we can surpass the 

practical throughput limitations inherent to OAC cytometry by stretching flowing cells. By using 

a linear diode bar to create a linear optical stretcher [54,55] cell deformation measurements can 

be made continuously in flow, increasing throughput over previous optical stretching 

techniques [1,2]. In this, hydrodynamically focused cells are stretched in flow with a linear 

optical trap operating at optimal numerical aperture (NA) [56]. We have modified this approach 

by employing an improved laser imaging system to apply optical forces capable of stretching 

cells at higher flow velocities and higher throughputs. This improved imaging system accounts 

for the extended source geometry of a linear diode bar laser, allowing for higher optical 

throughput and stronger applied forces. As cells stretch and relax in flow, a differential stretch is 

observed for each cell experiencing an identical optical force. Antipodal optical stretching forces 

pull at opposite poles of the cell, creating a deformation aligned with the flow direction and the 

laser long axis. We obtain similar mechanical information as in OAC cytometry, but without 

cell-cell contact and at higher throughput. 

1.1 Thesis Organization 

 The layout of this thesis is organized into the following chapters: 

1. Chapter 1 introduces cell mechanical property testing and the need for an optical-based 

testing method. 

2. Chapter 2 covers background information on cell mechanics, microfluidic device design, 

and the origin and use of optical trapping. 
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3. Chapter 3 presents work titled “Measuring cell mechanics by optical alignment 

compression cytometry,” published in Lab on a Chip. Kevin B. Roth is the primary 

researcher, Charles D. Eggleton is a collaborator, Keith B. Neeves is a co-advisor, and 

David W. M. Marr is the corresponding author. 

4. Chapter 4 presents work titled “Imaging of a linear diode bar for an optical cell 

stretcher,” published in Biomedical Optics Express. Kevin B. Roth is the primary 

researcher, Keith B. Neeves is a co-advisor, Jeff Squier and David W. M. Marr are the 

co-corresponding authors. 

5. Chapter 5 presents work titled “High-throughput linear optical stretcher for mechanical 

characterization of blood cells,” under preparation for Cytometry Part A. Kevin B. Roth 

is the primary researcher, Keith B. Neeves is a co-advisor, Jeff Squier is a collaborator, 

and David W. M. Marr is the corresponding author. 

6. Chapter 6 summarizes the work and conclusions of the thesis, and makes suggestions for 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND 

 To clarify our approach we first detail the mechanical properties of cells and typical 

property values for healthy and diseased cells. This is followed by a discussion of optical 

trapping and a description of other methods for measuring cell mechanical properties. Finally, 

flow behavior at the microfluidic scale is discussed. 

2.1 Mechanical Properties of Cells 

 While there is a naturally occurring variation between cells, common elements present in 

each cell line control the mechanical response to an applied stress. To understand how this can 

be modeled, one must first understand the underlying structure responsible for the response. 

2.1.1 Cell Structure and Function 

 Cells, the most basic subunit of life [57], require genetic information to function. 

Eukaryotic cells contain their genetic material within a nucleus, which, along with a lipid bilayer 

membrane and cytoplasm, comprise the cell. Additional organelles that add to structure and 

function of the cell can also be present. The design and components of a cell are directly related 

to their structure and contents. Early in their development human RBCs lose their nucleus [58] 

and are comprised solely of membrane, cytoskeleton and cytosol, making them the simplest cells 

in the body. RBCs function to transport oxygen and buffer blood pH [59] and as such have no 

need for internal organelles. The cells are comprised of a lipid bilayer membrane, approximately 

10 nm in thickness [60], interspersed with membrane proteins. The proteins on the cytoplasmic 

side of the membrane interact with a two-dimensional cytoskeletal network [61,62] comprised 

primarily of three biopolymers: actin microfilaments, intermediate filaments and 

microtubules [63]. In general, the cytoskeleton provides mechanical structure and organization, 

controls shape change and mobility, and allows for interaction with the cell exterior [64]. The 
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RBC cytoplasm is a protein-rich solution containing mainly hemoglobin and various enzymes 

necessary for cellular processes [59]. The interior ionic content of the RBC is approximately the 

same as the surrounding blood plasma, 300 mOsm [58]. The biconcave shape of the RBC 

provides the cell with a very high surface area to volume ratio which, along with a dynamic 

cytoskeleton [65], allows the cell to undergo extreme deformation without damage [59]. This 

ability to deform is essential to RBC function as capillary diameters are typically at or below the 

length scale of individual RBCs. The cell is very sensitive to changes in solution ion content and 

will readily swell or shrink by osmosis. It has been experimentally demonstrated that as the cell 

swells under hypotonic conditions the deformability decreases [61]; however, even with this 

decrease in deformability the RBC remains extremely compliant under stress. RBC mechanics 

are altered by certain diseases; for example, malaria [5,66] and sickle cell anemia [6,66] cause 

cell stiffening by interrupting the cytoskeletal network or by polymerization of deoxygenated 

hemoglobin. Such changes in RBC mechanics affect normal cell function, leading to 

complications in circulation. 

 Cells with more complex function, in turn, have more complex structure and contents. 

Leukocytes, or white blood cells, are cells of the immune system that circulate the body 

searching for invaders and protecting against disease [18]. In particular, neutrophils are 

phagocytotic polymorphonuclear leukocytes designed to engulf and absorb bacteria or foreign 

objects and eliminate them from the bloodstream [18]. Neutrophils are identifiable by a lobed 

nucleus and cytoplasmic azurophil granules [67]. Excess membrane surface area forms folds [68] 

and the dynamic cytoskeleton control structure and behavior during phagocytosis [69]. 

 In the resting state, neutrophils are spherical [70]. When a pathogen is detected, 

neutrophils become activated, leading to an immune response [71]. First, circulating neutrophils 
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are signaled to adhere to stimulated endothelial cells on the blood vessel wall and begin adhesion 

by selectin binding [71-73]. These initial bonds between the neutrophil and endothelial cell are 

not enough to fully halt the neutrophil in flow so it begins to roll across the surface of the vessel. 

As the cell is slowed by rolling, secondary binding occurs via integrin-ligand 

interactions [71,73]. The neutrophil can then transmigrate through the endothelial cells to reach 

the infection site [71] where the cell can phagocytize the foreign body [73,74] during which the 

cell experiences significant changes in elasticity allowing for extreme deformation. Additionally, 

as all leukocytes travel the circulatory system, viscoelastic response is necessary as they deform 

to squeeze through capillaries smaller than their cell diameter. 

2.1.2 Cell Mechanical Property Models 

 The cytoskeleton is mainly responsible for the elastic response of the cell during applied 

stress as well as the ability to return to its original state [64,65]. Cells are not perfectly elastic and 

experience viscous dissipation of energy during deformation. Cell viscoelastic behavior can be 

described using continuum- or particle-based modeling. Continuum-based models are derived 

with elasticity theory and fluid dynamics [60] but are traditionally used to model larger scale 

blood flow behavior. Alternatively, particle-based models arise from describing the cell as a 

network of springs and bulk fluid but are typically extremely computationally expensive [60]. 

The simplest particle-based model is a single spring representing a perfectly elastic material, as 

in Hooke’s law, which states that applied stress is linearly proportional to strain in material 

spring constant [58]. When the applied stress is removed, an elastic material returns to the 

original relaxed state. This is a poor representation of a cell, however, since cells exhibit both 

elastic and viscous character. It is possible to more accurately describe a cell by modifying 
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Hooke’s law to include a viscous dissipative term (known as a dashpot) in parallel, as in the 

Kelvin-Voigt (KV) model (Figure 2.1(a) and Eq. 2.1), 

 𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝜂 !"
!"

 Eq. 2.1 

or in series, as in the Maxwell model [58], (Figure 2.1(b) and Eq. 2.2) 

 !"
!"
= !

!
!"
!"
+ !

!
 Eq. 2.2 

where F is the applied force, k the elastic constant (µN/m), η the viscous constant (µN s/m), x the 

displacement from equilibrium cell shape and t the time. The difference between these two 

models is found in the strain response to stress. When a sudden force is applied to the KV model 

the dashpot prevents sudden deformation, causing a gradual deformation. If the same force is 

applied to the Maxwell model, the element deforms immediately, after which the dashpot 

responds [58]. The KV model more accurately represents RBC response to stress and is used to 

characterize RBC deformation [40,75,76].  

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Simple viscoelastic models: (a) Maxwell model (b) Kelvin-Voigt model (c) Solid 
linear elastic model. 

 

 Additional elastic or viscous terms can be added in series or parallel to improve data 

fitting depending on cellular response to stress. For example, the standard linear elastic solid, or 
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Kelvin body (Figure 2.1(c) and Eq. 2.3), is the combination of a Maxwell element in parallel 

with an additional spring [58], 

 𝐹 + !!
!!

!"
!"
= 𝑘!𝑥 + 𝜂! 1+ !!

!!

!"
!"

 Eq. 2.3 

where η1 and k1 are the viscous and elastic components in the Maxwell element, k0 is the elastic 

constant for the additional spring, and x is the displacement of the entire Kelvin body. The 

addition of elements accommodates for the more complex behavior of cells with three-

dimensional cytoskeletons, such as neutrophils and other leukocytes [74,77]. The Kelvin body is 

a useful model for low strains that occur over small timescales [78]. Such simple viscoelastic 

models provide computationally inexpensive methods to extract mechanical property data from 

deformation experiments. 

 Alternatively, neutrophils have more commonly been modeled as a liquid drop with a 

measurable cortical surface tension [69,79-82]. The liquid core has been modeled as a 

Newtonian fluid [79,83] or a Maxwell liquid [84,85]. The cortical tension model is designed 

specifically for micropipette aspiration, defined by 

 Δ𝑃 = 2𝑇 !
!!
+ !

!!
, Eq. 2.4 

which equates the pressure applied to draw a hemispherical projection of the neutrophil into the 

pipette ΔP to the cortical tension T, the pipette radius Rp, and the radius of the spherical outer 

cell Ro [79]. Typically, this model finds use when the cell undergoes large deformations or is 

aspirated completely into the pipette [69,70,78-80]. 
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2.2 Optical Trapping 

 Optical trapping was first reported by Arthur Ashkin in 1970, in which optical pressure 

from a single laser was used to move particles and counter-propagating lasers used to stably trap 

them [50]. 

2.2.1 Trapping Mechanism 

 When light is scattered or refracted at the surface of a translucent object such as a 

colloidal particle or a cell, the light experiences a change in momentum. As a result and by 

Newton’s third law, the object must experience a change in momentum equal but opposite to that 

of the light [86], generating a net force at the object surface. This force can be separated into two 

components: light refracting through the object generates the “gradient force,” whereas the force 

generated from scattering light is the “scattering force.” When the object in question is much 

larger than the wavelength of the incoming light, optical forces are governed by Mie scattering 

and can be calculated via ray-optics [86]. 

 Figure 2.2(a) illustrates light reflected and refracted at an interface of two materials of 

different refractive index. Light that reflects back into the original medium does so with the same 

angle as the incoming light. As this light remains in the original medium, its velocity does not 

change, but experiences a change in momentum because of redirection. However, light that is 

refracted at the interface changes both velocity and direction. Snell’s law describes the change in 

direction due to refraction: 𝑛! sin𝜃! = 𝑛! sin𝜃!, where the refractive index n and the angle 

relative to normal θ for each medium. As such, refracted light will bend toward normal when 

passing from lower to higher refractive index. Additionally, due to the change in refractive 

index, the light’s velocity will also decrease when passing from a lower to higher n. For light, 

𝑉 = 𝜆𝜈 and 𝑛 = 𝑐 𝑉, where V is the speed of light in a medium, λ is the wavelength, ν is the 
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frequency, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. When passing between media, frequency 

remains unchanged, resulting in a decrease in wavelength with an increase in n. This decrease 

manifests in an increase in momentum, 𝑝 = ℎ 𝜆, where h is Planck’s constant. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.2: Optical trapping. (a) Illustration of Snell’s law for a photon passing from water (n = 
1.335) into polystyrene (n = 1.59). (b) Stably trapped particle. (c) Offset particle being pulled 
into beam focus. 

 

 Because of this momentum change, such interactions of light with an object result in a net 

force. Figures 2.3(b) and (c) depict a focused laser beam with a Gaussian intensity profile 

propagating in the z-direction interacting with a spherical particle. When incoming light 

encounters the curved surface of the particle, light is either scattered or refracted. Summed over 

the surface of the particle, the net scattering force acts to push the particle in the direction of light 

propagation while the net gradient force acts to pull the particle to the region of highest light 

intensity at the laser focus. If the particle is centered at the focus, as in Figure 2.2(b), the particle 
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is stably held. When the particle is offset, as in Figure 2.2(c), gradient forces pull the particle 

back toward the region of highest light intensity. The balance of gradient and scattering forces 

determines the final equilibrium position of the bead. 

2.2.2 Optical Forces Applied to Cells 

 Optical trapping methods have demonstrated forces significant on the micro- and nano-

scale, making them potentially useful for manipulating biological samples at the cell level. 

Showing this, multiple cell types [52], bacteria, and viruses [53] have been trapped without 

inducing cell damage by using infrared light to minimize energy absorption. Subsequently, it was 

demonstrated that with increased optical power soft dielectric materials would stretch in the 

trap [34]. Based on the same mechanisms as optical trapping, optical stretching forces originate 

from the change in light momentum upon interaction with a surface. However, when such a 

surface is deformable as in a cell, the force acting on the particle can cause the surface to 

deform [34]. Such deforming forces are dependent on the refraction angle and intensity of the 

incoming light creating opposing, antipodal stretching forces with a final stress profile dependent 

on the geometry of the optical trap [34,56]. Development of the optical stretcher introduced a 

new non-invasive cell deformation technique and has been expanded on significantly. Currently, 

optical forces can be applied in the range of 10-1,000 pN [87], capable of deforming a range of 

cell types. 

2.2.3 Point Source vs. Linear Source Traps 

 The potential landscape of an optical trap is related to the geometry of the employed 

laser. In the case of the original optical traps presented by Ashkin [50,52,88], a point source laser 

was employed to generate a point shaped optical trap. Such optical traps were focused using high 

NA microscope objectives to create a high intensity spot capable of trapping particles. Other 
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optical configurations can be used to generate point-shaped optical traps. For example, Guck et 

al. [32] used two counter-propagating divergent beams to create a trap capable of stably holding 

particles in three dimensions by balancing the gradient and scattering forces of the two beams. 

These techniques, however, are only capable of manipulating one particle at a time. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3: Potential energy profiles of point and linear source optical traps. 

 

 Though initially used for manipulating single particles, point-source lasers can control 

multiple particles simultaneously by changing the final trap profile to form a line by 

scanning [89,90] or by employing cylindrical lenses [91-94]. In a simpler approach, Applegate et 

al. [95] demonstrated that a linear diode bar laser can be used to form a line shaped optical trap 

with the potential energy profile illustrated in Figure 2.3. Due to the lack of an intensity gradient 

along the length, linear traps create an elongated potential energy well allowing particles to 

translate along the long beam axis while tightly trapping them in the short axis direction. The 

point trap, however, is limited to trapping a single particle by its Gaussian-shaped potential 

energy landscape. 
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2.2.4 Optical Trap and Stretcher Generation 

 Regardless of specific geometry, optical traps can be generated by two counter-

propagating divergent beams [8,34,50] or a focused laser source [50,52]. While counter-

propagating divergent beams provide an effective way to stably trap particles in three dimensions 

by balancing optical forces from opposing lasers, complex wave-guides are required to properly 

align the trap. A simpler approach is to employ commercial microscope objectives. In this, 

output from a laser source is collimated by an objective and refocused to form the trap with 

another objective. With trapping light propagating in only one direction however, scattering 

force can push trapped particles out of the beam focus, an issue that can be overcome by 

employing a high NA objective. If the incoming light meets the particle surface at a steep angle 

and a high NA, the gradient force pulling the particle to the beam focus can overcome the 

opposing scattering force [86]. 

 Additional freedom in optical design is offered when using high NA objectives. After 

initial collimation, the beam profile can be altered by employing scanning techniques [89,90] or 

cylindrical lenses for linear optical traps [91-94], silica microlenses for point-trap arrays [96], or 

spatial light modulators for holographic optical traps [97-99]. Such techniques are well suited for 

use with objectives because incoming laser light from a point source can be fully collected by the 

back aperture of the objective as illustrated in the simplest case of two matching lenses in Figure 

2.4. 

 When considering a diode bar however, the extension of the laser source from a point 

source to a line-shaped source changes the profile of the initially collimated light. While the light 

from the center of the source is collimated as in a point source, the rays offset from the optical 

axis are in turn collimated off-axis, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. This angled output light cannot be 
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fully collected by the focusing objective and crops the edges of the initial beam profile, resulting 

in a loss in intensity and changes in beam profile. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Collimation of a point source laser. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5: Collimation of a linear source laser. 

 

2.3 Cell Mechanical Property Testing 

 Cell mechanical properties can be measured at the bulk level by testing populations of 

cells simultaneously in a suspension or by testing single cells individually. Fundamental to both 

methods is the ability to apply a force to the sample and observe the deformation response. 

2.3.1 Bulk Sample Testing 

 At the bulk level, cell properties have been measured in suspension by applying a known 

shear stress in different rheometer configurations. The ektacytometer [12-14] employs a 

cylindrical viscometer and generates a laser diffraction pattern to quantify deformation. 
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Alternatively, the rheoscope uses a counter-rotating Couette viscometer [12,15] to 

microscopically photograph cell deformation for image processing. While such instrumentation 

is capable of measuring physical properties, it is possible to more closely mimic physiological 

cell deformation, as in a capillary bed, by using a cell filter [16]. Cell filters function by applying 

a pressure gradient to a bulk sample, forcing cells through capillary tubes of inert material [16]. 

A measure of deformability is obtained from the volume of cell sample passed through the filter 

with applied pressure as a function of time. All of these bulk techniques provide average 

mechanical properties for cell populations but are poorly suited to identify small cell sub-

populations, such as those that comprise 5 – 10% of the sample, as in malaria [100]. 

2.3.2 Static Individual Cell Testing 

 Average mechanical property information can also be obtained by individually testing 

many cells. Along with average values, population distributions can be obtained from individual 

cell testing, potentially identifying small cell populations that would be hidden within a bulk 

sample average. In micropipette aspiration, for example, a hemispherical projection of the cell 

membrane [19-21] or the whole cell [5,22] is drawn into a micropipette by applying a known 

suction on the cell membrane. Mechanical properties of the cell are then calculated based on the 

pressure, deformed geometry, and deformation or relaxation time. Capable of providing forces 

from 10 pN up to 1 nN, softer cells such as RBCs and neutrophils have been measured to have 

shear elastic moduli on the order of 1 – 10 pN/µm [21,22] while stiffer cells such as endothelial 

cells and chondrocytes have measured Young’s moduli of 400 pN/µm2 [101] and 650 

pN/µm2 [102], respectively. While this well-characterized method provides very detailed cell 

deformation information, measurement throughput is only 10-3 cells/s [33]. 
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 Similar cell mechanical measurements can be performed using atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) [7,23,24,81]. When probing a soft surface with an AFM tip, the applied force creates a 

measurable deformation. AFM applied force ranges from 10 pN to 100 nN [23], allowing for 

testing of a wide range of biological samples. Li et al. showed that cancerous human breast 

epithelial cells (MCF-7) are 1.4 – 1.8 times less stiff than their non-malignant counterparts 

(MCF-10A) [7]. Separately, the Young’s modulus of cartilage was measured at 0.16 – 0.6 

MPa [23], platelet elastic modulus was measured in the range of 1 – 50 kPa [24], and the elastic 

modulus of passive neutrophils measured 380 ± 121 Pa [81]. In all cases, however, this technique 

is capable of measuring only roughly 102 cells per experiment [103]. 

 

Table 2.1: Scales of cell stiffness and applied forces. 
Measurement 

Technique 
Cell Type Parameter 

Measured 
Stiffness 

Applied Force 

Micropipette 
aspiration 

RBC [21] µ 6 – 9 µN/m 

10 pN – 1 nN 
Neutrophil [80] T 26.8 ± 1.2 µN/m 

Endothelial cell [22] 
E 

400 pN/µm2 
Chondrocyte [22] 650 pN/µm2 

AFM 

MCF-7 [7] 
E 

310 Pa 

10 – 100 nN 
MCF-10A [7] 490 Pa 
Cartilage [23] 0.16 – 0.6 MPa 
Platelet [24] 

G 
1 – 50 kPa 

Neutrophil [81] 380 ± 121 Pa 
MTC Fibroblasts [26] µ 2 – 4•10-4 Pa Up to 10 nN 

Optical 
tweezers 

RBC [28] µ 10 – 18 µN/m 10 – 100 pN 

µ = Elastic shear modulus, T = Cortical tension, E = Young’s modulus, G = Elastic modulus 

 

 Magnetic twisting cytometry (MTC) is also capable of measuring deformation of single 

cells [25-27]. In this, magnetic beads are attached to the membrane of a cell by ligand-receptor 

interactions involving membrane glycoproteins. A magnetic field is applied to the sample, 
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causing the beads to twist, and a measurable tangential force of up to 10 nN on the cell 

membrane [26]. Elastic behavior of cells such as fibroblasts [26], and the viscoelastic behavior of 

RBCs [27] have been quantified with this technique. While detailed behavior can be extracted 

from this method, the throughput of roughly 10-1 cells/s [33] limits experiments to populations of 

roughly 102 cells. 

 Optical tweezers function similarly to MTC by attaching microbeads to the surface of a 

cell; however, the applied force is generated by optical rather than magnetic fields. In this 

approach, one attached bead is pulled using an optical trap, while the cell is held at the 

diametrically opposite point by either a stably trapped bead [28-30] or by attaching the cell to a 

solid substrate [31]. As the trapped bead is moved with a known optical trapping force, the cell 

experiences a measurable deformation. The shear moduli of RBCs measured using optical 

tweezers (10 – 18 µN/m) [28] matches well with micropipette aspiration measurements (6 – 10 

µN/m) [58,104]. While capable of applying forces sufficient to deform RBCs, this technique is 

limited by inherently low throughput associated with measuring one cell at a time. Additionally, 

the bond strength attaching beads to the cell membrane limits usefulness to only soft cell 

systems [34]. 

2.3.3 Individual Cell Testing in Flow 

 The above-mentioned techniques are capable of performing detailed individual cell 

measurements in static conditions only, limiting measurements to small populations of cells. By 

instead deforming cells in flow, throughput is increased while maintaining the benefit of 

individual testing to obtain population data. Commercial techniques such as fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) [105,106] and magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) [107] are 

capable of interrogating cells at rates upwards of 104 cells/s [108] by combining identification 
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with flow. Attaching either fluorophores or magnetic nanoparticles to cells of interest by surface 

antigen/antibody bonding positively identifies cells for sorting. Such extremely high throughputs 

make these techniques indispensible to the biotechnology community. However, costly 

equipment and reagents typically limit availability to core facilities and no such cytometer is 

available to test deformability. Microfluidic devices, on the other hand, provide a convenient, 

customizable, biocompatible, inexpensive testing platform for virtually any assay design [109] 

that can be made available in any lab. The ability to employ flow in such devices allows for 

techniques that can provide clinically relevant measurement throughput for deformability assays. 

 In one such design, microfluidic squeezing-style cytometers function analogously to 

micropipette aspiration by forcing cells through a geometric constriction smaller than the cell 

diameter [37,39,41,110-112], deforming the cell. A variety of designs exist to accomplish cell 

squeezing but all rely on measuring a change in cell transit time [37,39], deformed 

geometry [110,111], electrical impedance [112], or some combination of the three [41,112]. For 

example, cells forced through a series of triangle-shaped constrictions has yielded a throughput 

of 1.7 cells/s and is capable of distinguishing between healthy and malaria-infected RBCs [37]. 

In such techniques, however, it is difficult to decouple cell-object interactions, such as 

lubrication forces and non-specific adhesion, from cell mechanical properties. 

 Cell-object adhesion can be avoided by using hydrodynamic forces alone to deform cells 

in a high-shear channel [40,113-117]. In this, cells travelling in a large diameter channel are 

exposed to a sudden increase in velocity and shear stresses due to a decrease in channel diameter, 

inducing cell deformation. Direct contact with the channel walls is avoided and cell deformation 

is quantified by observing differential cell deformation in and out of the constriction by 

traditional image processing methods [40,113,115,116] or by electrical impedance [114,117]. 
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Such methods are capable of generating larger cell population data (103 cells), but expose cells to 

high shear stresses (5 – 500 dyn/cm2) to induce deformation. 

 

Table 2.2: Relative throughputs of individual cell deformation techniques 
 Measurement Technique Throughput (cells/s) 

Static 
Micropipette aspiration [33] 10-3 

MTC [33] 10-1 

Flow 

Physical microfluidic constriction [37] 100 
Hydrodynamic squeezing [118] 102 

Inertial focusing [44] 103 
Optical stretching [33] 10-2 

Linear optical stretcher [54] 100 
 

 Throughput can be increased even further by the combination of hydrodynamic forces 

with inertial focusing [42-45], which has reported measurement rates as high as ~2,000 

cells/s [44]. In either straight channels [42,43] or extensional flow fields [44,45], cells are flowed 

at incredible shear rates (175,000 s-1) and stretched along the flow direction or compressed at an 

extensional stagnation point. Approaching flow rates where inertia is no longer negligible, this 

technique has differentiated pluripotent stem cells [44] and has been used to diagnose malignant 

pleural effusions [45]. The destructive nature of the technique, however, prevents any post-

measurement analysis of the cells and is limited by the extremely short observation time 

available to such high throughput techniques [33]. 

 By combining lower flow rates with an applied external force, cell deformation can be 

measured without the risk of damaging shear stresses. Optical trapping provides a convenient, 

non-invasive, non-destructive force capable of generating the pN – nN scale forces required to 

induce cell deformation [34]. Pioneered by Guck et al., the “optical stretcher” [8,32,119] 

stretches cells with two aligned optical fibers oriented perpendicular to the flow direction. The 
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cell is stably held and stretched along the optical axis of two divergent counter-propagating laser 

beams by antipodal forces generated by refraction of light at the cell membrane [32]. To measure 

cell deformation, a cell is held in the trap, stretched, and released. This stretcher configuration is 

only capable of stretching one cell at a time and, as such, the throughput is ~10-2 cells/s [33]. 

 By controlling multiple particles simultaneously, linear optical traps [95,120-122] can 

offer improved throughput while maintaining relatively low shear stresses. In this, a linear diode 

bar laser is employed to create a line-shaped optical stretching region capable of simultaneously 

deforming multiple cells in flow [123,124] by generating similar antipodal stretching forces on 

the cell membrane [56]. By aligning the linear stretcher with flow, cells have time to stretch 

along the beam axis in flow, offering increases in throughput to ~1 cell/s [54,87]. 

2.4 Fundamentals of Low Reynolds Number Flows in Microfluidic Applications 

 Microfluidic devices provide a convenient small-scale platform for individual cell testing 

applications. Typical channel sizes are on the order of 10 – 100 µm. Such length scales confine 

flow to the laminar regime, allowing for precise control over position and velocity of flowing 

cells. This section provides background on the basics of flow and transport in laminar flow, the 

circuit-style analysis of micro-scale flow systems, the fabrication of microfluidic devices, and the 

interfacing of microfluidic devices with optical systems. 

2.4.1 Flow Characteristics in Stokes Flow 

 Fluid flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible flow: 

 𝜌 !!
!"
+ 𝑣 ∙ ∇𝑣 = −∇𝑃 + 𝜇∇!𝑣 + 𝐹, Eq. 2.5 

where ρ is the fluid density, 𝑣 is the fluid velocity vector, t is the time, P is the pressure, µ is the 

dynamic fluid viscosity, and F is any additional body force. When this momentum balance is 
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made dimensionless, a characteristic quantity, the Reynolds number (Re), appears and defines 

the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, 

 𝑅𝑒 = !"#
!

, Eq. 2.6 

where v is the magnitude of velocity and D is a characteristic length. When the Reynolds number 

is large as in the case of turbulent flows, inertial forces dominate flow behavior. At the 

microscale lengths of typical microfluidic devices however, the Reynolds number is small and 

viscous forces govern flow. Experiments presented in this thesis range in flow velocity from 10 – 

2,500 µm/s which, for aqueous systems in microfluidic channels corresponds to Re = 10-1 – 10-4, 

well within the laminar flow regime. 

 At such low Re, the Navier-Stokes equation can be simplified to the Stokes flow 

condition (Re << 1) 

 ∇𝑃 = 𝜇∇!𝑣, Eq. 2.7 

which, in conjunction with the continuity equation, 

 ∇ ∙ 𝑣 = 0, Eq. 2.8 

can be solved analytically with a no-slip boundary condition for a Newtonian fluid. As 

microfluidic channels are typically rectangular, the Navier-Stokes equations can be solved for a 

rectangular channel of height h and width w. In doing so and when the height to width aspect 

ratio is small, one obtains the Hele-Shaw result for the z-component of fluid velocity flowing 

between two infinite plates separated by an infinitesimally small gap [125], 

 𝑣! 𝑥,𝑦 = !
!!

!"
!"

ℎ! − 4𝑦! , Eq. 2.9 

where x is the direction corresponding to the channel width, y is the direction corresponding to 

channel height, and 𝑑𝑃 𝑑𝑧 is the pressure gradient, which can be simplified to ∆𝑃 𝐿 where ∆𝑃 

is the pressure drop over length L. The parabolic velocity profile in Eq. 2.9 can be integrated 
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over the cross-sectional area of the channel to generate an equation for the volumetric flow rate 

Q, given by 

 𝑄 = !!!
!"!"

𝑃! − 𝑃! . Eq. 2.10 

Eq. 2.10 establishes a linear proportionality between flow rate and pressure drop in a channel. 

The proportionality constant represents the resistance to flow and can be rewritten as 

 𝑅! =
!"!"
!!!

, Eq. 2.11 

so Eq. 2.10 can be written analogously to Ohm’s law 

 ∆𝑃 = 𝑄𝑅!. Eq. 2.12 

By combining Eq. 2.11 and 2.12, mean flow velocity for a channel of known dimensions with an 

applied pressure head can be calculated. Such calculations are used to predict flow 

configurations in a variety of microfluidic geometries [109], from hydrodynamic focusing [126] 

to devices for cell separation [127]. 

 The well-defined nature of laminar flow also allows for the calculation of drag force on a 

spherical particle [128]. The theoretical derivation is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the 

result, 

 𝐹! = 6𝜋𝜇𝑢!𝑅, Eq. 2.15 

is known as Stokes’ drag, where u∞ is the free stream velocity and R is the radius of the spherical 

particle. 

2.4.2 Transport Characteristics in Stokes Flow 

 Although laminar flow in microfluidic devices allows for well-defined, predictable fluid 

flow, transport of particles between streamlines occurs very slowly. Due to the lack of turbulent 

mixing, the only mixing that occurs does so via molecular diffusion. In laminar flow, the 
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diffusion coefficient of particles is estimated by balancing Brownian motion with Stokes’ drag, 

resulting in the Stokes-Einstein equation, 

 𝐷 = !!
!!"#

 Eq. 2.16 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, and R is the particle radius. 

Typical cell and particle radii considered in this thesis vary from 2 – 6 µm and all experiments 

are performed at room temperature in water. Considering a 5 µm particle radius, the resulting 

diffusion coefficient is 5•10-14 m2/s. It would take such a particle ~10 s to travel a distance of 1 

µm by diffusion. 

 Transport of particles in microfluidic systems is not due to diffusion alone but is also 

dependent on convective transport due to fluid motion. The Péclet number, 

 𝑃𝑒 = !"
!

 Eq. 2.17 

 is a dimensionless quantity that describes the relative dependence on overall transport of 

convection to diffusion in flowing systems. In Eq. 2.17, particle advection depends on the 

magnitude of fluid velocity v and the particle radius R, while diffusion is dependent solely on the 

diffusion coefficient. For the same 5 µm particle flowing at a fluid velocity of 10 µm/s, the 

resulting Péclet number is 103, rendering diffusive transport negligible. For transport across 

streamlines to occur more rapidly as required in Chapter 3, an external force must be applied. 

2.4.3 Microfluidic Device Fabrication 

 We fabricate microfluidic devices by molding polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer 

over a patterned silicon wafer following standard photolithography and soft lithography 

techniques [129,130]. Photolithography begins by coating a blank silicon wafer (Figure 2.6(a)) 

with photoresist. The wafer is spun at a rotational speed dictated by the photoresist properties to 

achieve desired uniform thickness (Figure 2.6(b)). A soft bake step evaporates the solvent 
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containing photoresist, fixing the photoresist to the wafer. Upon exposure to ultraviolet (UV) 

light (Figure 2.6(c)) and a brief post-exposure bake, negative photoresist such as KMPR 1010 

(MicroChem, Newton, MA) becomes insoluble to photoresist developer. After the excess 

photoresist is dissolved, the final wafer master (Figure 2.6(d)) is ready for PDMS molding. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of photo- and soft lithography. (a) Clean Si wafer. (b) Photoresist spun to 
uniform thickness. (c) UV light exposure through mask. (d) Developed Si master. (e) PDMS 
poured over SI master. (f) PDMS mold of desired pattern. (g) PDMS bonded to glass coverslip. 

 

 Soft lithography begins by pouring PDMS over the wafer (Figure 2.6(e)) for degassing. 

After curing in an 80°C oven for 2-3 hr, the PDMS can be removed (Figure 2.6(f)). Each 

individual device is an inverted replica of the wafer master that can then be cut from the mold, 

have inlet and exit holes punched, and cleaned. Finally, devices are chemically bonded to glass 

coverslips (Figure 2.6(g)) using an oxygen plasma (PDC-32G Plasma Cleaner, Harrick Plasma, 

Ithaca, NY). Fluid then flows through sealed rectangular channels by interfacing with tubing via 

the inlet and exit holes. The biocompatibility [1,2] and transparency of all the components of the 

device allow for straightforward imaging and use in a wide variety of applications [130,131]. 
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2.4.3 Interfacing Microfluidics with Optics 

 When particles were first manipulated with radiation pressure by Arthur Ashkin in 1970, 

suspended latex spheres were trapped in a 120 µm thick glass cell [50]. Years later, trapping of 

multiple cell types was observed in a device of similar geometry [52], where a microscope 

objective formed an optical trap in a sample cell. In this configuration, a high NA objective is 

required to form an optical trap to minimize scattering force while maximizing gradient 

force [86]. High NA objectives, however, have very short focal lengths and are designed to focus 

through a glass coverslip, typically limiting the focal point of the objective to 5 – 20 µm from the 

coverslip surface [86]. Additionally, microscope objectives are complex assemblies of lenses 

usually designed to image light in the visible spectrum, leading to losses with near-IR laser 

light [86,132] typical when trapping biological samples. Figure 2.7(a) illustrates an optical 

trapping setup employing a microscope objective to focus the optical trap, where the objective is 

also used to image the sample. 

 Alternatively, laser collimation and refocusing can be achieved by employing custom 

optical elements. Aspheric lenses, for example, offer high NA while reducing spherical 

aberrations present when using objectives [86]. A custom optical train can be designed for a 

given laser to maximize throughput and maintain beam profile. Additionally, the longer working 

distance in such assemblies allows the optical trap to be formed further from the trapping surface 

or focused through thicker substrates such as PDMS microfluidic devices (Figure 2.7(b)). Since a 

bulky, expensive, microscope objective is not used to focus the optical trap in this configuration, 

optical trapping can be integrated into a variety of testing platforms by placement of small, 

inexpensive, custom optics. 
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Figure 2.7: Imaging an optical trap with microfluidic devices using (a) an objective and (b) 
custom optics. 
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CHAPTER 3 MEASURING CELL MECHANICS BY OPTICAL ALIGNMENT 
COMPRESSION CYTOMETRY 

 
In this chapter, optical alignment compression cytometry is detailed. The data presented in this 

section is published in Lab on a Chip, 2013, 13, 1571-1577 by Kevin B. Roth et al., DOI: 

10.1039/C3LC41253A. 

Kevin B. Roth, Charles D. Eggleton, Keith B. Neeves, David W. M. Marr 

3.1 Abstract 

 To address the need for a high-throughput, non-destructive technique for measuring 

individual cell mechanical properties, we have developed optical alignment compression (OAC) 

cytometry. OAC combines hydrodynamic drag in an extensional flow microfluidic device with 

optical forces created with an inexpensive diode laser to induce measurable deformations 

between compressed cells. In this, a low-intensity linear optical trap aligns incoming cells with 

the flow stagnation point allowing hydrodynamic drag to induce deformation during cell-cell 

interaction. With this novel approach, we measure cell mechanical properties with a throughput 

that improves significantly on current non-destructive individual cell testing methods.  

3.2 Introduction 

 Mechanical properties are one aspect of cell phenotype [1,2] that are a marker for 

diseases such as cancer [1,7], diabetes [3], sepsis [4], malaria [5], and sickle cell anemia [6]; for 

example, malaria infected red blood cells (RBCs) are more rigid than normal RBCs. To study 

this link between cell stiffness and phenotype, the mechanical properties of cells have been 

measured indirectly in solution as well as directly on individual cells. Ektacytometers [12,13], 

cell filters [16], and rheoscopes [12,15] measure properties of cell suspensions and yield average 

mechanical properties for cell populations; however, using these techniques it is difficult to 
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identify small cell subpopulations such as circulating tumor cells. Micropipette 

aspiration [5,19,21,22], atomic force microscopy [7,23,24,133], magnetic tweezers [25,26] and 

single cell optical stretchers [8,28,54] measure the properties of individual cells but are low-

throughput and consequently impractical for making measurements on cell populations. 

 To address the need for higher throughput measurements and identifying diseased sub-

populations, deformation measurements on single cells have been reported in microfluidic-based 

devices. Measurement rates of 1-5 cell/s in optical stretching [8,54] and electroporation [134] 

coupled with flow have been achieved; however, these techniques can cause cell lysis by 

irreversibly damaging cell membranes. To avoid this, other approaches rely on collisions of cells 

with solid objects placed within a flow field to induce deformation where, for example, cells 

forced through a series of pillars yields a throughput of 1.7 cell/s [37]. A disadvantage of this 

approach is that it can be difficult to decouple cell-object interactions (i.e. lubrication forces, 

non-specific adhesion) from cell mechanical properties. These types of interactions can be 

avoided by using hydrodynamic forces in combination with inertial focusing [44], which has 

measurement rates as high as ~2,000 cells/s [44]. While the throughput of this technique is high, 

the high shear rates (175,000 s-1) and corresponding destructive shear stresses (1,750 dyn/cm2) in 

such devices may damage biological samples and can prevent subsequent cell investigation. 

Such stresses are well above typical physiological values for veins and arteries (of order 1-10 

dyn/cm2) [135]. Furthermore, high shear stresses can induce changes in cell mechanical 

properties making quantification of cell properties difficult. For example, when exposed to shear 

stresses on the time scale of minutes, RBCs lyse at 1,500 dyn/cm2 [49], platelets become 

activated at 80 dyn/cm2 [46] and leukocytes lyse or experience phenotypic changes at shear 

stresses above 600 dyn/cm2 [47,48]. 
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 In this manuscript we describe a new cell deformation cytometry technique based on 

optical alignment compression (OAC) where an extensional flow-field is used with a linear 

optical trap [95] to force cells to meet or ‘collide’ at the stagnation point. Rather than using 

inertial or optical forces to deform cells however, viscous stresses induced by flow around a 

stationary cell pair are employed to deform cells. To create a cell pair in laminar flow, forced 

alignment and positional control of incoming cells is necessary. To apply the necessary forces, a 

linear optical trap [95], created using an inexpensive laser diode, is used to non-destructively and 

non-invasively align cells for interaction with optical powers well below intensities capable of 

stretching [54] or damaging [52,136] cells. Here, the linear optical trap is employed along the 

direction of flow to position incoming cells for contact at the device center. While the force 

applied to a single cell at the stagnation point is not sufficient to induce measurable deformation, 

the hydrodynamic forces acting on a cell pair push cells against one another and are large enough 

to significantly deform them, allowing for quantification of cell viscoelastic behavior using a 

simple constitutive model. In these initial studies using this approach we have deformed 

populations of individual normal, fixed, and a mixed population of 70% normal and 30% fixed 

RBCs at a rate of ~20 cells/min. 

3.3 Theory 

 Figure 3.1 shows the geometry and salient features of our approach where a diluted 

whole blood solution is directed in opposing inlet streams toward the center of a cross-junction, 

creating a stagnation point. The linear optical trap is used to direct cells into the center 

streamline, forcing them to contact each other at the stagnation point where hydrodynamic drag 

acting on each cell pushes them together. This creates an effective compressive force that 

deforms cells during their interaction (Figure 3.1). We approximate this compressive drag force 
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with Stokes’ law, F = 6πµRv, where µ is the fluid viscosity, R is the average cell radius, and v is 

the fluid velocity along the long axis of the laser trap. 

 
Figure 3.1: Extensional flow geometry. (a) Microfluidic device. (b) Detailed view of the cross-
junction, with cells entering and exiting the stagnation point. The arrows indicate streamlines, 
while the optical trap (purple) aligns cells for contact at the stagnation point. (c) Kelvin-Voigt 
elements in a collision with hydrodynamic drag force compressing them together. 

 

 To convert measured experimental data into cell mechanical properties we use the 

Kelvin-Voigt (KV) model [58], a commonly used viscoelastic model to describe RBCs [40,137-

139]: 

 𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝜂 !"
!"

 Eq. 3.1 

where F is the applied force (drag force), k the elastic constant (µN/m), η the viscous constant 

(µN s/m), x the displacement from equilibrium cell shape quantified by the change in equivalent 

cell diameter, and t the time, starting at initial cell-cell contact. Integrating Eq. 3.1 with an initial 

condition of x(t) = 0 and assuming a constant applied force yields 

 ! !
!
= !

!
1− 𝑒!!" !  Eq. 3.2 
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which we use to extract k and η from our experimental data. As it is applied here, our approach 

assumes that the cells involved in each individual collision are of similar size and experience an 

equivalent force.  

3.4 Materials and Methods 

 In our experiments, an inverted light microscope was used to image the cell-cell 

interactions in a microfluidic device (Figure 3.2). In this, two identical dry objectives (40x 0.66 

NA, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) mounted in a caged optics system were used to directly image a 

200 x 1 µm2 5 W 808 nm linear diode laser (China Daheng Group, Inc., Beijing, China) at the 

device flow stagnation point, creating a linear optical trap (Figure 3.1). Without the need for 

scanning or sophisticated and expensive optical phase manipulation, this simple technique was 

used to create an effective one-dimensional optical trap [95] extending a significant distance 

from the stagnation point and into the cell flow inlet. The laser power applied at the focal plane 

ranged from 100-200 mW down the length of the laser, resulting in less than 1 mW/µm on 

trapped cells, well below powers previously used to manipulate (4-100 mW) [52,136] and stretch 

(10-40 mW/µm) [54] RBCs. Staining with Trypan blue (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used both 

before and after testing to determine if cell viability was affected as a result of measurement. 

Images were captured with a CCD camera (SV9M001, Epix, Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL) at 100 

frames/s and ~10 ms shutter times. 

 Blood was obtained from healthy donors according to the Declaration of Helsinki and 

IRB-approved protocol where, following sterilization with alcohol, a contact-activated lancet 

(BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was used to puncture the skin. 13.5 µl of blood was collected off the 

finger with a micropipette and transferred to a suspension buffer solution of phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) solution (34 mM NaCl, 0.7 mM KCl, 0.4 mM KH2PO4, and 1.6 mM Na2HPO4), 
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Figure 3.2: Optical setup. A laser diode bar is collimated with a 40x objective and focused at the 
imaging plane using an identical objective. A 10x objective used to condense light for imaging 
on the CCD camera below the focal plane. An additional lens (f = 250 mm) magnifies the image 
on the CCD while a rejection filter blocks laser light to the camera. 

 

0.15% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 1.1% sodium citrate to inhibit coagulation. The final 

solution osmolarity was 225 mOsm, which induced slight swelling of the cells. To compare 

multiple populations, we measured the deformation of normal and glutaraldeyde-fixed RBCs. 

Glutaraldehyde is a non-specific cross-linker of proteins that stiffens the cell without a 

significant change in shape [140] and was added to a final concentration of 0.01% v/v to the 

suspensions described above. Mixed cell populations were generated by combining PBS-washed, 

fixed RBCs with normal RBCs in a volume ratio of 30% fixed to 70% normal cells. 

 Microfluidic devices with channels 100 µm wide and 10 µm in height were fabricated 

using standard soft lithography techniques [129] and bonded to glass cover slips following 

treatment with an oxygen plasma. The device includes a single inlet that bifurcates into two 
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streams, which re-converge to create the device cross junction and stagnation point (Figure 3.1), 

a design similar to other microfluidic systems that employ extensional flow [141,142]. Devices 

were first incubated with blood-free suspension solution for 1 hr prior to experiment. A 3 ml 

Luer-Lok syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) connected with a 30 gauge stainless steel blunt 

needle (Small Parts, Inc., Logansport, IN) to 0.01” ID Tygon tubing (Saint-Gobain, Valley 

Forge, PA) was used as a reservoir and to transfer the RBC suspension (~2x105 cells/µl) into the 

microfluidic device. Velocities of 50-60 µm/s were reached using a pressure head of 10 cm of 

solution. The stagnation point of the device was then aligned with the laser trap in the optical 

setup (Figure 3.1) and videos of cell-cell collisions acquired for image analysis. 

 Images were analyzed using custom scripts and built-in routines in the MATLAB Image 

Processing Toolbox (Mathworks, Natick, MA). These scripts are available for download on the 

Mathworks File Exchange (www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange, File ID: #36816). 

Each grayscale image was processed with the following steps: (i) threshold using Otsu’s method, 

(ii) edge detection using the Sobel method, (iii) connected components filled, and (iv) small 

objects (less than 20 µm2) removed. Due to the anisotropic shape and varying orientation of 

colliding cells at 225 mOsm, departure from initial cell shape was quantified as a change in 

equivalent diameter, defined as the diameter of a circle with the same area as the cell. Cell 

velocities during each collision were measured by tracking the centroid of the incoming cell in 

flow at approximately one cell diameter from the stagnation point. In the rare event that the 

centroids were not aligned within 2 µm, corresponding to a 5% measurement error, the 

measurement was omitted. Nonlinear least squares regression was performed to fit Eq. 3.2 with 

the data (MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox). A two-sample t-test was performed between normal 
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and fixed cell samples to determine differences in k and η with the null hypothesis tested at a 5% 

significance level.  

3.5 Results 

 We have shown that by combining an extensional flow field with a linear optical trap in a 

microfluidic device, we can develop a non-destructive cell deformation cytometer. The non-

destructive nature of OAC cytometry was confirmed with Trypan blue staining before and after 

testing, indicating no loss of RBC viability following measurement by OAC. Figure 3.3 

demonstrates the approach and the progression of events in a representative cell-cell interaction. 

First, a single cell is held in place at the flow stagnation point by the linear trap (Figure 3.3(a)) 

using low optical powers sufficient to simply hold the cell until the next cell arrives. The same 

optical trap then aligns an incoming cell as necessary to form a cell-cell pairing at the stagnation 

point where it is exposed to hydrodynamic flow and associated viscous stresses sufficient for 

deformation. The trap is then momentarily deactivated to release the cells and, without the trap 

present, cells are pushed out by fluid flow, leaving the stagnation point open to trap and deform a 

new cell pair. In this, the extensional flow field not only acts to bring cells together, but also 

removes cells from the stagnation point after deformation. With a fluid velocity of 50-60 µm/s (F 

≈ 3.3 pN), time from cell contact to full deformation is just under 0.15 s (Figures 3.3 & 3.4). At 

the flow rate of ~0.05 nl/s used in our experiments, ~1 s was required to clear the stagnation 

point. At the associated cell dilution (~2x105 cells/µl), we observed a throughput of ~10 

collisions/min or deformation rates of ~20 cells/min. 

 The dynamics of each cell-cell collision are dominated by different characteristic 

behaviors upon initial and during later-stage deformation (Figure 3.4). Initially, cell deformation 
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Figure 3.3: Typical RBC collision, between normal cells. Streamlines are shown in (a) along 
with the linear optical trap, illustrated in purple. The result of image processing is shown as the 
outline in (f). 

 

follows the limit of Eq. 3.2 at short times where x(t)/F is linear, with a slope of 1/η, 

 lim!→!
! !
!
= !

!
𝑡; Eq. 3.3 

however, as cells reach full compression, deformation approaches 1/k, 

 

 lim!→!
! !
!
= !

!
. Eq. 3.4 

Figure 3.4 shows representative raw data for both normal and fixed RBCs, along with lines 

denoting the nonlinear regression of Eq. 3.2 used to calculate k and η. Both cells are shown for 

each collision, including trapped and incoming cells. 

 In our studies, there was a significant difference (two-sample t-test, p < 0.001) in k 

measured between normal (8.62 ± 3.10 µN/m) and fixed (17.1 ± 7.55 µN/m) RBCs (Figures 3.5, 

3.6, & 3.7). Because the forces applied were the same, fixed cells deform less than normal cells, 

corresponding to the observed increase in k. On the other hand, there was no significant 

difference in η measured between the normal (1.21 ± 0.69 µN s/m) and fixed (1.15 ± 0.75 µN 
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Figure 3.4: Image processing data with fit. The normal cell data corresponds to the collision 
event depicted in Figure 3.3 from initial contact to full deformation. Data fits for the trapped 
(dashed thin line) and incoming (solid thin line) are also shown overlaid on the data in the figure. 
For reference, the limits described by Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 are also shown as thick dashed lines. Data 
fitting using the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox to the model yielded R2 values from 0.7 to 
0.9. 

 

s/m) RBCs (Figures 3.5 & 3.6), suggesting similar viscous behavior with the amount of fixative 

not changing η to a degree detectable by OAC. Residual plot analysis indicates that there is no 

systematic error in curve fitting of either sample.  

 The representative data in Figure 3.4 also demonstrates that the mechanical constants 

extracted from OAC are independent of the orientation of RBC under the conditions used in this 

study. For example, in Figure 3.3, the incoming cell (top) and trapped cell (bottom) are in 

different orientations. Both cells have the typical RBC shape in a 225 mOsm solution, slightly 

swollen and concave on one side. Though the dimple of each cell is oriented in a different 

direction, no significant difference between the deformations of two normal cells was observed 

(Figure 3.4), an orientation independence also observed in measurements of fixed RBCs. 
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Figure 3.5: Population data for 165 normal (blue), 121 fixed (red) cells and 52 cells from a 
mixed cell sample (cyan). Data shown is for all measured cells, trapped and incoming. 

 
Figure 3.6: Population data: (a) Elastic and (b) viscous constants for normal, fixed, and mixed 
cell populations. Standard box plots show the middle 50% of data, crosses designate statistical 
outliers. The points shown include data for both trapped and incoming cells. A two-sample t-test 
demonstrated a statistical difference between k for normal and fixed cells (p<0.001). Using the 
same test, no statistical difference was found between normal and fixed cell populations for η. 

 

3.6 Discussion 

 In this study we have developed a technique that employs hydrodynamic drag in 

conjunction with extensional flow to deform cells colliding at the stagnation point, an approach 

that has the potential to attain high-throughput measurement rates with less risk of cell damage. 
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While individual cell testing techniques such as micropipette aspiration and atomic force 

microscopy are capable of accurately measuring the properties of single cells, their throughputs 

are not adequate for collecting population data. On the other hand, high-throughput techniques 

such as electroporation and inertial focusing provide significantly larger data collection rates, but 

can damage the tested cells. This new approach is able to non-destructively measure the 

mechanical properties of cells as well as generate population data. This technique also takes 

advantage of the geometry of the linear optical trap where we have previously demonstrated that 

such anisotropic traps can sort [95,121] and stretch [54,123] cells at high power. In OAC, 

however, hydrodynamic forces, not optical forces, induce cell deformation and the optical trap is 

used as an alignment tool only. As a result, the optical trap intensity is an order of magnitude 

lower [54] and does not contribute to cell deformation. 

 To quantify cell deformation, mechanical properties for each cell were determined using 

measured deformation with the KV model where properties are separated into elastic and viscous 

contributions. Standard viscoelastic membrane behavior is shown in the limits of the KV model 

with the rate of membrane deformation controlled by η (Eq. 3.3), and the extent of deformation 

controlled by k (Eq. 3.4) [6]. The elasticity of a cell can be divided into three contributions: the 

shear modulus, the area expansion modulus, and the bending modulus [21]. Since area dilation 

does not occur during OAC experiments, it can be neglected. The bending modulus in RBCs is 

much smaller than the elastic modulus [20], allowing one to equate the calculated elastic 

constant and the elastic shear modulus. Reported values of elastic shear modulus for RBCs range 

from 2.5-13.5 µN/m [28,32,137,143,144], which is in agreement with our results for k (8.62 ± 

3.10 µN/m) by OAC. The total membrane viscosity was found by Evans and Hochmuth (1976) 
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to be ~1 µN s/m [20], which is comparable to our results for η (1.21 ± 0.69 µN s/m) of the 

normal cell population. 

 For fixed cells we observed an increase in k in agreement with previous findings [140]. 

Due to fixation with glutaraldehyde, the RBC membrane is stiffened, resulting in less 

deformation and a higher measured k. There was no difference, however, between η in the two 

cell populations. The viscoelastic nature of the RBC is controlled by the cytoskeleton [6], while 

the viscous contribution of the lipid bilayer and fluid cytoplasm have little effect on the 

deformation and relaxation response of the cell [20,21,113,137]. Because of the relative 

contribution of k and η, it is expected that the major difference between the normal and fixed 

RBC populations will be found in the value of k. 

 Demonstrating such detectable differences in a mixed population without tags, in Figures 

3.5 and 3.6 we measure a sample of 30% fixed to 70% normal cells and compare results to those 

determined independently above. In this case and fitting to two populations (Figure 3.7), we find 

k = 5.96 ± 3.11 µN/m and 12.3 ± 6.76 µN/m and η = 0.64 ± 0.09 µN s/m and 0.80 ± 1.79 µN s/m 

with the stiffer population at 41% ± 9.7% of the total. These results are indeed consistent and 

demonstrate the utility of OAC cytometry as a testing method, able to identify separate cell 

populations in a mixture without cell tagging. 

 Using the conditions reported in this study, we measured cell mechanical properties at a 

rate of ~20 cells/min, a value chosen to determine technique viability and methods. The 

theoretical throughput of OAC however is limited by the cell relaxation time (τ), the time 

required for a cell to recover from a deformed state. In this technique, a small force is applied 

and cells respond by deforming at a rate set by τ. Though much higher forces could be applied, 

our reversible approach provides access to cell deformation dynamics, allowing measurement of 
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both viscous and elastic properties. Because two cells are deformed at the same time, two 

measurements are simultaneously recorded, allowing for a maximum throughput of 2/τ. For 

RBCs with τ = 0.1 s [21,139], a maximum throughput of 20 cells/s is expected. While this 

technique does not approach the throughputs available with traditional cytometry, it instead 

offers a non-destructive technique for measuring the individual cell properties of small 

populations. Cytometry methods trade testing at lower, physiological shear rates for increases in 

throughput that risk damaging cells with high shear and contact forces, problems that OAC 

avoids. The ability to test cells in a non-invasive, non-destructive manner allows for further 

testing on viable cells. Studying deformation in this manner also allows for investigation into 

shear stress sensitive cells such as leukocytes [47,48] and platelets [46]. 

 OAC cytometry can be used to measure deformation in non-spherical cell systems as 

well, as shown here with RBCs. Normal RBCs exhibiting shape anisotropy will readily rotate in 

an optical trap [145]; however, optical trap intensities were kept low and cells were slightly 

swollen to minimize rotation and observe the orientation independence of RBC properties. One 

could, however, readily employ slightly higher intensities that would tightly pre-orient cells for 

those systems that do not adopt spherical shapes, such as sickled RBCs. 

3.7 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, we demonstrate that a linear optical trap and a microfluidic extensional 

flow device can be combined to create an individual cell mechanical property testing cytometer. 

The approach has the ability to measure properties in a non-destructive, non-invasive manner and 

can independently measure cell elastic and viscous response. While throughput can still be 

significantly improved, techniques that can identify changes in mechanical properties while still 
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preserving cells for subsequent testing and/or growth, will become increasingly useful as more 

comprehensive microfluidic systems are developed. 
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3.8 Supplementary Information 
 

 
 

Figure 3.7: Histograms of normal (blue) and fixed (red) cell population data for elastic and 
viscous constants, shown with the fitted Gaussian distributions. Histograms for mixed cell (cyan) 
population data are also included. The two Gaussian fit of the mixed data yields 41% ± 9.7% 
fixed cells.  
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CHAPTER 4 IMAGING OF A LINEAR DIODE BAR FOR AN OPTICAL CELL 
STRETCHER 

 
In this chapter, improved optics for imaging a diode bar are detailed. The data presented in this 

section is published in Biomedical Optics Express, 2015 Vol. 6, No. 3, 807 – 814 by Kevin B. 

Roth et al., DOI: 10.1364/BOE.6.000807 

Kevin B. Roth, Keith B. Neeves, Jeff Squier, David W. M. Marr 

4.1 Abstract 

 We present a simplified approach for imaging a linear diode bar laser for application as 

an optical stretcher within a microfluidic geometry. We have recently shown that these linear 

sources can be used to measure cell mechanical properties; however, the source geometry creates 

imaging challenges. To minimize intensity losses and simplify implementation within 

microfluidic systems without the use of expensive objectives, we combine aspheric and 

cylindrical lenses to create a 1:1 image of the source at the stretcher focal plane and demonstrate 

effectiveness by measuring the deformation of human red blood cells and neutrophils. 

4.2 Introduction 

 Optical traps generate microscale forces useful for manipulating colloidal particles [50] 

and cells [52,53]. Motivating integration within microfluidic devices are the comparable pN 

hydrodynamic forces, the relative length scales, the ease of use and fabrication, the 

biocompatibility, and the low cost [146]. Because of this, microfluidics and optical forces have 

been combined to create optical stretchers [30,32,144] which impart stresses on the surface of 

deformable microscale objects [8,28,30,32,144,147-149], an approach that has seen significant 

recent interest because of the non-invasive nature of optical traps and the desire to measure cell 

mechanical properties [1,132]. Currently, the simplest linear optical stretcher employs a single 
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inexpensive, high-power diode laser bar source [95,120,122] to stretch cells along the laser long 

axis [54-56]. In this, opposing antipodal stretching forces are generated along the linear stretcher 

when the beam width and length are shorter and longer than the cell size, respectively [56]. 

Whereas linear optical traps can be generated by other methods [92,94], the inherent geometric 

anisotropy characteristic to such linear diode bar sources,  typically 100:1 or greater, allows for 

direct application as an optical stretcher. For example, a diode bar may have emitter dimensions 

of 1 µm by 100 to 300 µm. In linear stretcher configurations the applied stretching force varies 

with fast axis numerical aperture (NA), exhibiting a theoretical maximum in membrane stress at 

~0.5 NA [56]. The short laser dimension (fast axis) of linear diode bar sources typically diverges 

at ~30°, corresponding to a 0.5 NA, while the beam typically diverges at ~10° (slow axis) along 

the length of the extended source. In previous reports, we have used a pair of microscope 

objectives to collimate the laser output and relay the image of the laser bar to the specimen 

plane [54,55]. In such a design, the laser source is collimated by the first microscope objective, 

but due to the elongated geometry of the linear source, the collimated beam continues to 

experience extension along the long axis. This extension continues until the beam reaches the 

focusing objective, where the off-axis incident light is blocked from entering the back aperture of 

the focusing objective, resulting in a loss of optical power and altering beam profile. 

Additionally, such objectives are not typically designed to function in the near-infrared (IR) 

spectrum, leading to losses [86]. Our previous approach experienced power losses of 

approximately 50% at the focal plane [56]. Also, the use of bulky microscope objectives [54,56] 

or aligned optical fibers [32] to generate optical stretchers make integration challenging; reduced 

optical component size is needed for ease of integration with microscale measurement platforms. 
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 Here we extend previous work by describing a wavelength-specific optimized optical 

imaging system for a diode laser bar made from commercially available inexpensive optics. This 

system addresses the need for simplified optics capable of imaging an anamorphic linear diode 

bar source with the theoretically optimum NA while limiting loss in optical intensity and changes 

in beam profile associated with using microscope objectives. Here, we design an optical stretcher 

of 0.5 NA where aspheric lenses are used to collimate the laser output and cylindrical lenses used 

to correct for the extension of the source. The aspheric lenses correct for spherical aberration and 

offer a long working distance, thereby enabling strong cell stretching forces at significant 

channel depth. Additionally, we show that optical transmission is improved with near IR light 

compared to our previous system based on standard microscope objectives [54,56]. This 

approach shows enhanced stretching of human red blood cells (RBCs) and neutrophils compared 

to other techniques [56] and allows stretching through glass coverslips and thin 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers, demonstrating increased trapping depth, independent of 

device thickness. 

4.3 System Description 

4.3.1 Optical System and Optimization 

 The challenge in designing optical traps using diode bars is the extension of the source 

geometry from a point to a linear source. To address this, we simulated a 1x100 µm2 diode bar 

with a central wavelength at 1064 nm in Zemax (Zemax, LLC, Redmond, WA) with slow and 

fast beam axes diverging at 7° and 30°, respectively. The dimensions of this source and its 

emission angles are already suitable for trapping. The design criterion of the optical system is to 

provide 1:1 imaging with high optical transmission using commercially available, inexpensive 

optics. We simulated the extended source with a linear assembly of five point sources spaced 25 
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µm apart. Simulation was performed for the divergence of both axes separately, and yielded 

identical placement for optical elements in both cases, as the 30° divergence is the limiting case 

for our system. 

 The optical simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. An aspheric lens forms 

the first element of the system and was chosen with sufficiently high NA to accommodate the 

30° divergence without vignetting. The output of the diode source was collimated by placement 

of this aspheric lens (f = 4.51 mm, NA = 0.54, AR coated for 1064 nm) 1.6 mm from a 0.25 mm 

BK7 window positioned 1.1 mm from the laser. Because the source is an extended line, not a 

point, the light off-center of the asphere axis, while collimated, continues to extend along the 

plane of source extension. To correct for this overextension, a cylindrical lens of f = 100 mm is 

placed 120 mm from the asphere, with its optical power oriented with source extension. 

Maintaining 1:1 imaging of the source requires placement of an identical second cylindrical lens 

197 mm from the first, together functioning as a telescope optimized for our specific wavelength. 

The second asphere is placed 120 mm from the telescope, forming the final image of the laser 

through a coverslip window 2.7 mm from the final aspheric lens. 1:1 imaging is accomplished by 

system symmetry about the center of the cylindrical telescope. To illustrate the function of each 

optical element and the beam profile in the system, cross-sections of the laser are illustrated in 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 

 Figure 4.1 shows the optical system as if one were looking along the extended axis of the 

laser, observing divergence of the fast axis at 30°. From this perspective the divergence of each 

of the five point sources would overlap, hiding the additional ray traces from view. Figure 4.1 

shows the beam being fully collimated by the asphere after passing through the BK7 window. As 
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there is no optical power in the cylindrical lenses in the plane of the fast axis, the lenses are 

shown as flat. The laser is then refocused through the final asphere and window. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the optical system parallel to the extended source axis. Not to scale. 
Light from the laser source (LS) passes through the BK-7 window (W) and is collimated by the 
first aspheric lens (A). The cylindrical lenses (C) have no optical power along this axis, leaving 
the beam unchanged. The beam is refocused by the second asphere (A) and passes through a 
coverslip window (W) before forming the laser image (LI). 

 

 Figure 4.2 illustrates the divergence of the slow axis from a perspective perpendicular to 

the extended laser axis. For clarity, only three of the five simulated point sources are shown. As 

in Figure 4.1, the aspheric lens collimates the laser output (Figure 4.2(a)). The ray-trace for the 

point source at the top (shown in cyan) and bottom (shown in red) of the extended source are 

collimated by the asphere but, because they are off-center from the optical axis, the collimated 

output is tilted relative to the optical axis, leading to extension of the collimated light. The 

placement of the cylindrical lens in Figure 4.2(b) corrects this extension and inside the 

cylindrical lens telescope the beam is collimated and not extending. Refocusing begins with the 

second cylindrical lens and is finished by placement of the final asphere shown in Figure 4.2(c). 

 With no windows the entire imaging system is diffraction-limited. With the BK7 window 

after the diode and coverslip before the sample, analysis shows that slight aberrations are evident 

in the beam, becoming progressively worse off-axis. Nonetheless, ray tracing indicates that the 
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the optical system perpendicular to the extended source axis. Not to 
scale. Optical component labeling corresponds to Figure 4.1. (a) Light from the source is 
collimated by the asphere, but experiences extension along the laser axis. (b) Cylindrical lenses 
correct for extension of the collimated light. (c) The laser is refocused by the final asphere. 

 

root mean square radius of the aberrated beam is only 0.6% larger then the diffraction-limited 

Airy radius. 

 The complete optical stretching system is illustrated in Figure 4.3. In this, an image of a 

1064 nm 8 W, 1x100 µm2 laser diode (Lumics GmbH, Germany) is formed by two aspheric 

lenses (A230-C, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) and two cylindrical lenses (LJ1567RM, ThorLabs, 

Newton, NJ). A broadband dielectric mirror, HR Coating: 750-1100 nm (BB1-E03, Thorlabs, 

Newton, NJ) is used to reflect the beam toward the final aspheric lens, which refocuses the beam 

at the focal plane of the imaging objective. 

 The sample plane is illuminated using a 200 W light source (Prior Scientific Inc., 

Rockland, MA). Light passes through a light guide and adapter and is focused with a 100 mm 

lens before passing through the dichroic mirror and the aspheric lens. Light is collected for 
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imaging using a Zeiss LD Achroplan 40x/0,60 infinity-corrected objective. A shortpass filter 

with a cut-off wavelength of 900 nm (FES0900, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) blocks the camera from 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Optical stretching setup and generation of optical stretching force. 

 

laser exposure and an image produced by a 200 mm focal length lens is imaged by a Phantom 

v341 high-speed camera (Vision Research, Wayne, NJ) at 40 fps. Laser power was measured 

using a PM100D power meter and S130C photodiode power sensor (ThorLabs GmbH, Dachau, 

Germany) at the manufacturer-measured peak emission wavelength of 1070 nm. 

4.3.2 Sample Preparation 

 4.94 µm polystyrene beads (Bangs Laboratories, Inc., Fishers, IN) were used for trap 

visualization. Blood was collected from anonymous donors via finger-prick following an IRB-
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approved protocol. 2 µl of blood was diluted to 500 µl in a PBS buffer at 155 mOsm, containing 

1.25% w/v sodium citrate to prevent coagulation and 0.17% w/v bovine serum albumen to 

prevent non-specific binding to device surfaces. Neutrophils were isolated from 4.5 ml of blood 

following methods outlined elsewhere  [150] and an IRB-approved protocol. After isolation, the 

cells were suspended in a solution of Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (Invitrogen, Grand Island, 

NY) and 2.4% v/v human serum albumen (Sigma, St Louis, MO). 

4.3.3 Microfluidic Device Fabrication 

 Silicon wafer masters were fabricated using standard photolithography techniques [129]. 

PDMS (Slygard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) was mixed in a 10:1 ratio, poured over the 

wafer, and placed under vacuum for approximately 1 hr for degassing. Once degassed, a 

silanized 48x60 mm glass coverslip was placed over the device patterns in the PDMS. The 

additional weight and smooth surface of the coverslip created a thin, smooth device upper 

surface for better laser imaging. Devices of varying thickness were poured and, after coverslip 

removal and exposure of the flat PDMS surface, overall device thicknesses measured 0.5 mm, 

0.8 mm, and 1.0 mm. To interface tubing to the device and prevent leaking, additional PDMS 

was bonded to the well sections. Well holes were punched using a 0.75 mm hole punch (Ted 

Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and the devices were bonded to glass coverslips via oxygen plasma. 

4.3.4 Image Processing 

 Image processing was performed on sequential frames with a custom C program using 

the OpenCV computer vision library [151]. First, noise in the image was reduced using 

cvSmooth. Next, the image was thresholded using cvAdaptiveThreshold, which accounts for any 

light gradient by weighing pixels to generate a binary image. Contours in the image were then 

detected using cvFindContours and fit to ellipses by cvFitEllipse2. Ellipse data was used to track 
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contours and quantify cell deformation using percent relative stretch of the cell’s major axis 

diameter (A), defined as the percent difference between the stretched (AS) and relaxed (AR) major 

axis diameters, (AS – AR)/AR•100%. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Optical Transmission and Beam Profile 

 We compared the power emitted from the laser diode to the power transmitted through 

the final aspheric lens of the system to assess transmission efficiency. Measurements predict a 

maximum power loss of 25% at the maximum diode current of 12,600 mA, a significant 

improvement over the 50% power loss of our previous method [55,56]. Beam shape was 

characterized with standard knife-edge methods by measuring beam profile at different positions 

along the beam propagation axis. The measured beam NA in air was 0.52 ± 0.04, which is in 

agreement with the simulated beam NA. Figure 4.4 shows an image of the beam shape at the 

objective focal plane, and of polystyrene beads trapped in solution. The dotted line indicates the 

position of the optical trap, corresponding to a length of 100 µm. To characterize forces, particles 

were trapped in flow in a channel directed perpendicular to the long trap axis. Once trapped, flow 

velocity was increased until particles released and trap strength estimated from viscous drag was 

~40 pN at 1080 mW diode power. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Linear optical trap and trapped colloidal particles. 
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4.4.2 Cell Stretching 

 As light refracts at a surface, a stretching force is generated by conservation of 

momentum (Figure 4.3). By employing a linear extended laser source, stresses are induced along 

the length of the cell generating net opposing antipodal forces that act to elongate the cell. A 

detailed explanation of the generation of forces and a stress distribution has been described in 

previous work [56]. RBCs were used to test optical stretching in the optimized imaging system. 

An optical force was first applied, the stretching cell allowed to reach full deformation, and the 

force then removed to measure cell relaxation. To quantify cell deformation, the major axis of 

the ellipse fitted to each cell was used to characterize the behavior of the cells as they stretched 

and relaxed. Figure 4.5 shows the relative cell stretch as a function of total applied laser power 

for cells stretched between coverslips and for cells stretched under static conditions in a 

microfluidic device. In both cases, a linear relationship between laser power and cell stretch was 

observed, in agreement with previous results [56]. There was not a significant difference 

between cells stretched by focusing the laser through glass coverslips or through any PDMS 

layer. Transmission efficiencies are accounted for in Figure 4.5 by plotting relative stretch data 

versus power emitted from the laser. Stretching data adapted from [56] is plotted in Figure 4.5 

for comparison. 

 A final mean for all four geometries of 8.0% cell stretch was observed at 1080 mW laser 

diode power, of which 808 mW is transmitted to the optical stretcher focal plane. This value 

represents the total power along the length of the linear stretcher, corresponding to ~8 mW/µm, 

well below the damage threshold for cells [52]. Using the membrane shear modulus [28] and the 

RBC model proposed by Evans [152], one can estimate the optical stretching force at this power 
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Figure 4.5: Red blood cell stretching as a function of measured diode laser power (n = 75) 
between coverslips (n = 29) and in 0.5 mm (n = 18), 0.8 mm (n = 12) PDMS devices. Corrected 
NA = 0.28 and corrected NA = 0.39 data adapted from [56]. Dotted white bar illustrates position 
of the optical stretcher and error bars indicate standard deviation. 

 

to be ~30 pN, a value comparable to applied force in other reported optical stretchers [144]. 

Neutrophils were also observed to stretch ~4.0% (n = 10) at 55 mW/µm between glass 

coverslips, a stretch and optical power comparable to previously reported neutrophil 

stretching [153]. 

4.5 Discussion 

 The optical stretcher described here allows for optimized imaging of a linear diode bar 

laser source. As the fast axis divergence and emitter dimensions of the laser source are already 

appropriate for stretching, creating a 1:1 image of the laser generates an optimized stretcher. This 

combination of geometric anisotropy and NA, inherent to linear diode bar sources, generates 

opposing antipodal forces on a cell surface that act to elongate the cell along the axis of the 

stretcher [56]. To preserve a favorable NA with no image magnification, we employed simplified 

optics optimized to the diode specifications using ray tracing. The experimental results show a 
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measured beam NA and length at the focal plane in good agreement with simulation prediction. 

This optimization also led to an improved light transmission of 75% compared to ~50% when 

using high-NA objectives [56,86,132], even with point sources. Further losses in optical intensity 

can be expected when imaging a linear diode laser with a single objective, as the extension of the 

source will cause continued extension of the collimated beam. The data presented in Sawetzki et 

al. [56], in which objectives were used to collimate the source, corresponds to an optical system 

transmission of 50%. In our imaging system, optical intensity is preserved by correcting the 

extension of the secondary beam axis with cylindrical lenses, allowing for maximum optical 

throughput. The “Corrected NA = 0.28” data was measured using a 40x objective (NA = 0.65) 

with a measured stretcher fast axis NA of 0.28 [56]. When compared with data for our optimized 

fast axis NA of 0.52, there is a significant increase in stretching effectiveness relative to the 0.28 

NA of the 40x objective in both coverslip and PDMS configurations. Increasing stretching 

effectiveness has allowed us to deform more rigid cell systems, such as neutrophils, not 

previously demonstrated with linear optical stretchers. 

 Aspheric lenses reduce spherical aberrations present when using standard microscope 

objectives, as simulation predicts with the focused beam used here only 0.6% larger than the 

diffraction limit. To reduce spherical aberrations [154], Sawetzki et al. [56] used an oil 

immersion objective (NA = 1.45) to stretch with a measured stretcher NA of 0.39. Although the 

oil immersion objective appears capable of stretching cells more efficiently than our setup, these 

objectives are limited by short trapping depth and the ability to stretch only through glass 

coverslips [86]. By employing our optical system we demonstrate comparable stretching 

efficiency with an order-of-magnitude increase in trapping depth, evidenced by the ability to trap 

through a range of thin PDMS layers into microfluidic devices. With the ubiquitous use of 
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PDMS in microfluidic devices, the ability to integrate optical forces without the use of bulky, 

expensive microscope objectives will allow for more effective miniaturization of optical 

stretching systems. Our technique allows for imaging optics to be decoupled from the laser 

focusing optics, allowing for an increased field of view and additional design options. 

Additionally, improved optical transmission combined with effective cell stretching in 

microfluidic flow devices will allow for increases in deformability assay measurement 

throughput. 

4.6 Conclusion 

 In this work, we optimized an optical system for imaging of an anamorphic diode bar 

laser source for use as a linear optical stretcher. By creating an image identical to the laser source 

we maintained the optimized stretching NA and favorable geometry associated with the source 

using inexpensive, commercially available optics. Additionally, we improved optical 

transmission compared to microscope objectives while also correcting for source extension. We 

demonstrated the optical stretcher’s capabilities with RBC stretching and show results 

comparable to previous designs. The use of the simplified optics in this anamorphic system also 

resulted in increased working distance compared to microscope objectives, representing an 

effective, low-cost alternative to microscope objective-based optical stretching systems.  
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CHAPTER 5 HIGH-THROUGHPUT LINEAR OPTICAL STRETCHER FOR MECHANICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION OF BLOOD CELLS 

 
In this chapter, high-throughput stretching of cells in flow using the improved optics setup from 

Chapter 4 is presented. The data presented in this section is in preparation for Cytometry Part A. 

Kevin B. Roth, Keith B. Neeves, Jeff Squier, David W. M. Marr 

5.1 Abstract 

 This study describes a linear optical stretcher as a high-throughput mechanical property 

cytometer. Custom, inexpensive, scalable optics image a linear diode bar source into a 

microfluidic channel, where cells are hydrodynamically focused into the optical stretcher. Upon 

entering the stretching region, antipodal optical forces generated by the refraction of tightly 

focused laser light at the cell membrane deform each cell in flow. Each cell relaxes as it flows 

out of the trap, and is compared to the stretched state to determine deformation. The deformation 

response of untreated red blood cells and neutrophils were compared to chemically treated cells. 

Statistically significant differences were observed between normal, diamide-treated, and 

glutaraldehyde-treated red blood cells, as well as between normal and cytochalasin D-treated 

neutrophils. Based on the behavior of the pure, untreated populations of red cells and 

neutrophils, a mixed population of these cells was tested and the discrete populations were 

identified by deformability. 

5.2 Introduction 

 Cell mechanical properties are a label-free biomarker indicative of cell health [1,2,155]; 

for example, in cases such as malaria [5], sickle cell anemia [6], and sepsis [156], cells stiffen 

with onset of disease. Also, in breast [7,8] and oral [9] cancers, changes in deformability are 

sufficient to differentiate between cells of varying metastatic potential. Cell mechanics may be 
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used to assess drug efficacy [1] because various anti-cancer drugs disrupt the cytoskeleton, 

inhibiting proliferation [157-159] and affecting cell mechanics in the process [64,160]. Cell 

mechanical properties have been measured by micropipette aspiration [19,74], atomic force 

microscopy [7,23], and optical tweezing [28,144]. These methods, however, employ static 

testing conditions with low measurement throughput and restricted sample sizes of ~100 

cells [33]. Because of the inherent heterogeneity of biological samples [11], populations on the 

order of 103 – 104, similar to those generated by techniques such as fluorescence-activated cell 

sorting (FACS) [105,106], are likely required for deformability to be useful as a clinical 

biomarker. 

 Deforming cells in flow-through fashion similar to traditional cytometry techniques could 

increase throughput. One approach are microfluidic cell deformability cytometers, which are 

inexpensive to prototype, use small sample volumes (nanoliters), and laminar flow 

characteristics [161] allowing for predictable and controllable flow. For example, physical 

constrictions [37,39] or inertial focusing flow [43-45] can be used to create contact or shear 

forces capable of deforming flowing cells. However, non-specific adhesion or destructive shear 

stresses limit applicability of these techniques to applications where cell isolation and viability 

post-analysis is not a concern. In contrast, optical stretchers can apply non-destructive, non-

contact forces sufficient to differentiate cell state [8,119] via small strains (<10% 

deformation) [9,162,163]. Optical stretching relies on the changing momentum of laser light by 

refraction at the surface of a soft dielectric object, thus generating non-contact optical 

forces [51]. In specific laser configurations [34,56] these forces can deform trapped cells. By 

using optical forces independent of flow forces, destructive shear forces necessary to deform 
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cells by hydrodynamics alone can be avoided while maintaining flow velocities capable of 

deforming 103 – 104 cells in 10 – 20 min. 

 In this study, we use linear optical stretchers described previously [54,55] to stretch cells 

continuously in flow. To avoid changes in laser intensity and beam profile due to the linear 

emitter geometry [95,120,121], custom optics [56] were used to focus the stretcher at the optimal 

numerical aperture (NA) with efficient 1:1 imaging of the source [164]. To test the potential of 

this system as a high-throughput deformation cytometer, we measured the deformation of normal 

human red blood cells (RBCs) compared to those treated with diamide and glutaraldehyde, and 

the results showed statistically significant increases in stiffness in subsequent populations. 

Additionally, we measured the response of normal neutrophils and those treated with 

cytochalasin D, observing a statistically significant increase in deformability in the treated cell 

population. Finally, two distinct populations of cells were observed in a mixture of untreated 

RBCs and neutrophils and differentiated based on deformability. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

 This section covers optical assembly, cell and microfluidic preparation, image 

processing, flow cytometry, and statistical methods used for analysis. 

5.3.1 Optical Assembly  

 Figure 5.1 shows the optical assembly that was previously described in [164]. A 0.54 NA 

aspheric lens (A230-C, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) first collimates the output from a 1064 nm, 8 W, 

1 x 100 µm2 linear diode bar laser (Lumics GmbH, Germany). The linear geometry of the source 

results in the collimated output extending along the long axis of the bar. A pair of cylindrical 

lenses (LJ1567RM, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) forms a telescope to correct for this extension. A 

second aspheric lens then refocuses the laser after reflection by a dielectric mirror (BB1-E03, 
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ThorLabs, Newton, NJ), forming a 1:1 image of the source through the polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) layer of a microfluidic device. The near-infrared wavelength of the laser minimizes 

absorption by biological samples, preventing optical damage [86,132]. Sample imaging is 

achieved through an independent optical train. Light from a 200 W source (Prior Scientific Inc., 

Rockland, MA) passes through an aperture, condensing lens, dichroic mirror, and aspheric lens 

to illuminate the sample plane. A 40x microscope objective (Zeiss LD Achroplan 40x/0,60, Jena, 

Germany) forms an image on a Phantom v341 high-speed camera (Vision Research, Wayne, NJ) 

after a shortpass filter (FES0900 ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) and focusing lens. 

 
 

Figure 5.1: Linear stretcher optical assembly. A 1:1 image of the laser diode source is formed at 
the focal plane of a 40x objective. An aspheric lens collimates the laser output, a cylindrical lens 
telescope corrects for the source geometry, and an identical aspheric lens refocuses the laser. The 
sample is illuminated from above and an image is formed below on the camera. 
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5.3.2 Cell Preparation 

 Blood was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki and under either Colorado 

Multiple Institutional Review Board or the University of Colorado, Boulder Institutional Review 

Board approved protocols for RBC or neutrophil experiments, respectively. Blood used in the 

RBC experiments was acquired via finger-poke with a contact-activated safety lancet (BD, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ). Twenty microliters of blood was then collected via micropipette and 

suspended in 150 mOsm phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution with 0.1% w/v bovine serum 

albumin (BSA, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to prevent non-specific cell interactions and 1.0% w/v 

sodium citrate (Sigma) as an anticoagulant. Untreated RBC experiments were performed without 

the addition of any additional chemicals to the blood suspension. Chemically treated RBCs were 

suspended in either 3.8 mM diamide (Sigma) or 0.05% v/v glutaraldehyde (Sigma) solutions. 

Regardless of treatment, cells were incubated at room temperature (~25°C) for 20 min before 

three washes in PBS buffer at 300 RCF for 5 min. Cells were suspended in 500 µl of PBS buffer 

(~2 x 105 cells/µl) for cytometry experiments. 

 Neutrophils were isolated using a previously described isolation protocol with minor 

changes [150]. Whole blood was collected by standard phlebotomy techniques via venipuncture 

in 3.2% sodium citrate vacutainers (4.5 mL, BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). First, the blood was 

carefully layered over 3 ml of lympholyte poly separation media (Cedarlane Labs, Burlington, 

Ontario, Canada) and centrifuged at 500 RCF for 50 min at 25°C. Second, the neutrophil layer 

was then removed, diluted to 10 ml with Hank’s balanced salt solution without calcium chloride 

(HBSS, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY), and spun down at 200 RCF for 5 min. Finally, the 

supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in HBSS with 2.4% human serum albumin 

(HSA, Sigma). For neutrophils receiving drug treatment, cytochalasin D (Sigma) suspended in 
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DMSO was added to a final concentration of 10 µM and incubated for 10 min at 37°C. For the 

mixed cell experiment, in addition to the neutrophil isolation, 4 µl of whole blood was also 

washed in HBSS, centrifuged at 200 RCF for 5 min, and re-suspended in HBSS/HSA buffer 

before being added to the isolated neutrophils. 

5.3.3 Microfluidic Device Preparation 

 Microfluidic devices were fabricated in PDMS (Slygard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, 

MI) using standard soft lithography techniques [109,129]. The resulting devices, with channel 

cross-sectional area of 20 µm x 200 µm and an overall length of 2.5 cm, were ~1.1 mm thick. 

This thickness of PDMS allows the aspheric lens to focus the optical stretcher through the PDMS 

layer into the flow channel [164]. To prevent leaking in such thin devices, an additional block of 

PDMS (0.5 cm x 0.5 cm x 1.5 mm) was bonded over the inlet and exit wells to act as a connector 

between tubing and the device. Channels were incubated with PBS buffer for RBC experiments 

or HBSS buffer for neutrophil experiments for 1 hr. Cells were then flowed through the device at 

a free-stream cell velocity of ~2,000 µm/s, achieved by varying the hydrostatic head 5 ± 2 cm. 

Initially, free-stream velocity was measured in the absence of optical forces by manually tracking 

cell position in flow. Optical power was 26.3 mW/µm for the RBC experiments and 40.9 

mW/µm for neutrophil and mixed cell experiments. 

5.3.4 Image Processing 

 All videos were captured using the Phantom Camera Control software (Vision Research) 

at 1,000 fps. Dynamic cell relaxation was processed using a custom C program with functions 

from the OpenCV computer vision library [151]. Briefly, in each frame imaging noise was first 

removed by cvSmooth before applying an adaptive threshold with cvAdaptiveThreshold. Cell 

contours were then detected with cvFindContours and fit to ellipses using cvFitEllipse2. The 
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ellipse fit provided major and minor axes diameters and centroid position. Using size and 

position information, cell trajectories were tracked and used to store raw data for individual cells. 

Colloids were employed as a control as a non-deforming system. Figure 5.2 shows the scatter 

plot and curve fitting for a flow experiment performed with 4.54 µm colloids. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Deformability ratio for colloidal system. A linear fit was applied to the data as a 
control for a rigid system under an applied optical force. 

 

 Cell data across the region of interest, illustrated in Figure 5.3 (a) as a dotted rectangle, 

was separated further into two regions (solid boxes in Figure 5.3 (a)): maximum cell deformation 

at the end of the optical stretcher and cell relaxation 30 µm downstream of the stretcher. The 

average cell size parameters in these boxed regions were used to calculate deformation 

parameters including percent deformation of the major axis, 𝐴 − 𝐴! 𝐴!, percent deformation 

of the minor axis, 𝐵 − 𝐵! 𝐵!, stretched deformability ratio, 𝐷 = 𝐴 𝐵 , and relaxed 

deformability ratio, 𝐷! = 𝐴! 𝐵! , where A and B represent the stretched major and minor cell 

diameters, and A0 and B0 represent the relaxed cell diameters. Scatter plots for data visualization 
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were generated with a custom Matlab function, dscatter, available on the Mathworks File 

Exchange (File ID: #8430). 

5.3.5 Flow Cytometry 

 To measure the relative concentration of cells in our mixed population, we performed 

cytometry analysis with a Guava easyCyte Single Sample Flow Cytometer (EMD Millipore, 

Billerica, MA). Isolated neutrophils were stained in a 5 µM solution of DiOC6 (Sigma) for 

identification. RBCs were then mixed with the neutrophils as described above for the mixed cell 

samples and run in the cytometer. Gating was determined based on fluorescence and confirmed 

with pure neutrophils. 

5.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical significance between groups was determined by two-sample t-tests in Matlab. 

A p-value of less than 0.01 was considered significant. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

 Microfluidic devices were designed to create a hydrodynamic focusing flow profile [126] 

(Figure 5.3 (a)). Cells in suspension were guided to the linear optical stretcher by focusing the 

center inlet with two buffer streams. The stretcher has a steep intensity gradient along the short 

beam axis allowing cells to be tightly held in that direction. The long beam axis lacks the same 

steep gradient, allowing cells to freely travel along the stretcher long axis as they are driven 

down the channel by flow. Upon entering the stretcher, cells experience an optical force at the 

membrane surface from a change in momentum of refracted laser light (Figure 5.3 (b)). The 

magnitude of the resulting force is strongly dependent on the angle of the incoming light, 

described by the focusing NA. For a linear optical trap where the width is shorter but the length 
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is longer than a cell diameter, it has been demonstrated that an NA of ~0.5 will generate the 

maximum stretching force [56]. The anisotropic intensity distribution creates antipodal stretching 

forces and cell elongation along the long beam axis (Figure 5.3 (b)). Here, the beam is aligned 

with flow, allowing cells to stretch (Figure 5.3 (c)) as they translate along the long axis of the 

stretcher. After cells exit the stretcher they relax back to their pre-stretched state. To quantify 

this, the camera is positioned to observe both the point of maximum deformation at the end of 

the stretcher and the cell relaxation down the channel, shown as a dotted region in Figure 5.3 (a). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: (a) Hydrodynamic focusing device design: Cells enter the focusing region and are 
guided toward the optical stretcher. Cells are then observed in the rectangular region of interest 
from stretched to a relaxed state in flow. The solid boxes illustrate the regions of cell stretch and 
relaxation used to calculate deformation parameters corresponding to the panels of a RBC 
stretching in flow. (b) Optical stretching forces: As an incoming ray of light is refracted at the 
cell surface, the resulting change in momentum imparts a force on the cell membrane. The 
resulting net optical force acts to stretch the cell along the line of the trap. (c) A typical RBC 
stretch and relaxation cycle. The green bar shows the position of the linear optical stretcher. 

 

 Untreated, diamide-treated, and glutaraldehyde-treated cells were measured at 

throughputs averaging 15.0 ± 10.0 cells/s, with a range of 5-50 cells/s (Figure 5.4) at an optical 
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intensity of 26.3 mW/µm. Considering an average cell spacing of 20 µm to ensure accurate 

image processing, the theoretical maximum measurement throughput for a flow rate of 2,000 

µm/s would be 100 cells/s. Rigid colloids were employed as a control for image processing as 

they do not deform under applied optical force, used to generate the solid line in the 

deformability ratio plots corresponding to zero deformation. Normal RBCs (Figure 5.4 (a)) 

 

 
 
Figure 5.4: Cell deformability ratio for pure RBCs. D corresponds to the ratio of the cell’s major 
and minor axis diameters at the end of the optical stretcher, D0 represents the same ratio 30 µm 
down the flow channel. (a) Untreated (n = 8,098) (b) treated with 3.8 mM diamide (n = 7,917) 
(c) treated with 0.05 % v/v glutaraldehyde (n = 5,883). Solid lines correspond to measurements 
on rigid colloids. (d) Box plot of the percent deformation of the major axis with average values 
and standard deviations. (*) corresponds to a p-value of 10-4 for a two-sample t-test. 
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deformed 6.5 ± 6.0% with respect to the major axis (Figure 5.4 (d)). RBCs treated with diamide 

(Figure 5.4 (b)) deform 3.9 ± 8.5% (Figure 5.4 (d)). Diamide causes disulfide bonds to form 

between membrane spectrin proteins resulting in a stiffening of the cell 

membrane [113,165,166]. RBCs treated with glutaraldehyde (Figure 5.4 (c)) remained 

undeformed, on average, by the same optical force (Figure 5.4 (d)), due to the non-specific cross-

linking of membrane proteins by glutaraldehyde [167-169]. 

 Deformation of normal and cytochalasin D-treated neutrophils was measured at an 

average throughput of 3.0 cells/s, limited by the concentration of the isolated neutrophil 

suspension. Normal neutrophils (Figure 5.5 (a)) deformed an average of D = 1.15 ± 0.16 (Figure 

5.5 (c)). Neutrophils treated with cytochalasin D experience cell softening [69,81] via disruption 

in cytoskeletal F-actin [80,170]. Such softening is observed in the upward shift of the 

cytochalasin D-treated neutrophils (Figure 5.5 (b)) to D = 1.21 ± 0.18 (Figure 5.5(c)). 

Neutrophils have a reported cortical tension (26.8 µN/m [80]) three- to four-fold stiffer than the  

 

 
 
Figure 5.5: Cell deformability ratio for neutrophils. (a) Untreated (n = 2,389) (b) Cytochalasin D 
treated (n = 2,199). Solid lines correspond to measurements on rigid colloids. (c) Box plot of D 
with average values and standard deviations. (*) corresponds to a p-value of 10-4 for a two-
sample t-test. 
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shear elastic modulus of RBCs (6 – 9 µN/m [21,22]) and thus require a larger optical power 

(40.9 mW/µm) to induce measurable deformation. Although the average neutrophil deformation 

(~1%) is low at this increased optical intensity, it is sufficient to differentiate between behavior 

of normal and treated cells. 

 RBC and neutrophils were mixed in a suspension at relative concentrations of 48.7% and 

51.3%, respectively, as determined using a fluorescent marker for neutrophils in a flow 

cytometer (Figure 5.6 (a)), and stretched at an optical power of 40.9 mW/µm and measurement 

throughput of 3 cells/s. Two gating styles were applied to discriminate the two cell types by 

deformation. First, Figure 5.6 (b) shows a density scatter plot of deformation data, with gating 

criteria extracted from the untreated pure cell population plots. The neutrophils in the mixed 

population are found in the same location as the untreated neutrophils in Figure 5.5 (a); 86% of 

the neutrophils are found in the region bounded by ln(D) and ln(D0) < 0.3. The more deformable 

RBCs are found above this region in the area of ln(D) and ln(D0) > 0.3 and above the rigid 

colloid line. In Figure 5.4 (a), 77% of the RBCs are found in this region. Although the RBCs in 

Figure 5.4 were deformed at a lower optical power (26.3 mW/µm) than in the mixed cell 

experiment (40.9 mW/µm), it is reasonable that the vast majority of the RBCs deformed at the 

higher power will fall in or above this same region. In the mixed cell experiment, 88% of the 

cells in the mixed population are positively identified in either of the two gating regions, of 

which 43% are identified as neutrophils (815) and 57% are identified as RBCs (1080). We gated 

the same samples based on cell size, using cell diameter of 5.5 µm for discriminating RBC and 

neutrophils (Figure 5.6 (c)). The larger cells, corresponding to the neutrophils, comprised 46% of 

the cell population, with the remaining 54% identified as the smaller RBCs; percentages 

consistent with identification based on deformability, as well as measured by flow cytometry. 
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The slight drop in measured neutrophils in the deformation measurements is likely due to 

neutrophil adhesion at the device inlet, leading to a decrease in concentration. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.6: RBC and neutrophil mixed population (a) Forward and side scatter plot of mixed cell 
population (n = 113,981). Neutrophil gating was based fluorescence of a pure population of 
neutrophils. Neutrophils (red) comprise 51.3% of the population. (b) Density map of mixed cell 
population (n = 2,154). (c) Mixed cell population gated by size. The red population corresponds 
to minor axis diameters above 5.5 µm (n = 993), the black population corresponds to minor axis 
diameters below 5.5 µm (n = 1,161). 

 

 In this study we used a linear optical stretcher to measure deformation response by 

applying a non-contact force on flowing blood cells. This approach was capable of distinguishing 

differences in cell populations, either by chemical treatments that affect the mechanical 

properties of the plasma membrane or cytoskeleton or in mixtures of RBC and neutrophils. The 

ability to apply forces independent of flow rate is unique, as flow rate is directly coupled to 

applied force in other high-throughput deformation cytometry methods [44]. By decoupling the 

deforming force from flow rate, one can fix hydrodynamic conditions while varying the applied 

force, allowing direct comparison between cell types of different stiffness at the same velocity. 

As the optical train is independent of the characterization optics [164], the optics could be 
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potentially integrated with existing imaging cytometery platforms [171] utilizing existing image 

capture and processing software [171] to quantify cell deformation. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 
 This chapter summarizes the techniques and their key findings described in this thesis, as 

well as recommendations for the future work of OAC cytometry and high-throughput cell 

stretching in flow. 

6.1 Conclusions 

 Current flow cytometers allow for accurate high-throughput identification of cells based 

on size and surface antigens. While techniques such as FACS and MACS provide important 

physical and biochemical information for a cell population, these details tell only part of the 

story. Cell mechanical properties are hidden from these traditional cytometry techniques but can 

be important physiologically and clinically. Cases such as malaria and sickle cell anemia exhibit 

cell stiffening, hindering circulation in the microvasculature. Alternatively, cancer cells 

experience decreases in stiffness with metastatic potential, increasing the ability of such cells to 

metastasize. These changes in deformability can be used to identify deviations from a healthy 

cell state. 

 Cell systems are inherently heterogeneous in their response to stress, so large populations 

of individual cells must be tested (103 – 104) to get an accurate picture of the cell system 

behavior. Individual cell testing techniques, such as micropipette aspiration or AFM, are not 

capable of measuring such populations on a timescale of cell sample viability. To improve 

throughput, mechanical testing must be performed in flow, analogously to traditional cytometry 

techniques. Unlike traditional cytometers, however, a force (pN – nN scale) must be applied to 

induce cell deformation in flow. At the cell length scale (5 – 20 µm), hydrodynamic and optical 

forces provide convenient means of applying forces in this range. In this thesis we have 
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investigated the limits of relying on each of these forces as the primary deforming force for cell 

mechanical property cytometers. 

 First, in Chapter 3 we presented a technique employing hydrodynamic forces to deform 

flowing cells. In optical alignment compression (OAC) cytometry, cells are aligned in an 

extensional flow field with a low intensity optical trap. The optical trap applies only enough 

force to guide the cells into streamlines aligned with the flow stagnation point where cells can 

‘collide.’ During this collision, hydrodynamic forces, not optical forces, provide the means for 

deformation. The dynamic cell deformation is then analyzed to extract elastic and viscous 

property measurements on each cell. While improving on the throughput of traditional individual 

cell testing techniques, the throughput of OAC cytometry is limited by the low applied optical 

powers and the need for two cells to be aligned and held stagnant to induce deformation. 

 To further increase throughput, we first improved upon our applied optical force with a 

linear optical stretcher in Chapter 4. Here, we account for the line shape of our diode bar laser by 

employing custom imaging optics. First, the output is collimated with an aspheric lens to reduce 

spherical aberrations. The collimated light, however, continues to extend due to the source 

geometry. This extension is corrected by a cylindrical lens telescope, after which the beam is 

refocused by another aspheric lens through a thin layer of PDMS into a microfluidic channel. 

The improved optics provide stretching forces stronger than those provided by the standard 40x 

objectives we have previously employed. 

 In Chapter 5 we employ this improved optical system with a hydrodynamic focusing 

microfluidic device to create an improved version of the linear optical stretching deformation 

cytometer. In this, the linear stretcher is focused through a thin layer of PDMS into the device 

channel where optical forces act to deform cells as they flow along the channel. Optical 
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stretching is established as an effective biomechanical assay by measuring deformation in 

multiple cell systems. And by performing property measurements in flow, throughput was 

increased by over an order of magnitude compared to previous optical stretchers. 

 Over the course of the previous three chapters, we have developed two cell mechanical 

flow cytometers by combining hydrodynamic and optical forces. To investigate the limitations of 

such techniques we decoupled the effects of hydrodynamic and optical forces. As hydrodynamic 

forces are inherent in any flow cytometer, using such flow forces to deform cells is practical, as 

in OAC cytometry. However, with increases in hydrodynamic force needed to improve 

throughput or deform stiffer cell systems flow becomes difficult to control and can be damaging 

to cells. By instead relying on optical forces alone to deform cells in flow we achieve high 

throughput measurements at moderate flow rates, allowing us to avoid such destructive flow 

forces. Additionally, by decoupling hydrodynamic and optical forces, we can tune the applied 

optical force for specific cell systems. 

 Linear optical stretching is not practical for all cell systems, however, limiting 

applicability. The stretching mechanism relies on the incident angle of the incoming light, 

making optical stretching impractical for large or non-curved cell systems. Systems stiffer than 

red blood cells can be stretched, however, as demonstrated in Chapter 5 with neutrophils. Cells 

on that same order of magnitude of stiffness can be deformed with this method, but more rigid 

cell systems would require higher applied optical force, which can result in “opticution” at such 

extreme intensities. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

 This section covers recommendations for the future work of both techniques presented: 

OAC cytometry and high-throughput cell stretching. 
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6.2.1 Recommendations for Optical Alignment Compression Cytometry 

 Currently, the cell mechanical property measurement throughput of OAC cytometry is 

~20 cells/min. Reaching the proposed theoretical throughput of 20 cells/s would be difficult, 

however, as increases in flow rate will require an increase in optical power. With continued 

increase in applied optical power the optical forces acting to align the cells will begin 

contributing to cell deformation. We believe, however, that the true potential of OAC cytometry 

lies in cell adhesion assays. In this, cell-cell interactions could be observed without requiring 

physical contact for alignment. Receptor-ligand bond kinetics could be observed, and with the 

hydrodynamic forces present in the microfluidic device, bond strength could also be assessed. 

This would provide a non-invasive technique to direct and observe individual cell-cell 

interactions. 

6.2.2 Recommendations for High-Throughput Cell Stretching 

 Currently, the highest measurement throughput reached with linear optical stretching in 

flow is 50 cells/s. The theoretical maximum throughput at current experimental conditions (2,000 

µm/s and 26.3 mW/µm or 40.9 mW/µm) of 100 cells/s is attainable. Throughput depends on 

three experimentally controlled factors: cell separation, flow rate, and applied optical force.  

1. Cell separation is controlled by device geometry and cell concentration. Appropriate cell 

concentration can be calculated, but sedimentation in the inlet reservoir will invariably 

occur. Experimentally, this results in regions of increased cell concentration where cell 

overlap results in inaccurate cell diameter contouring. By incorporating a mixing section 

in the cell solution channel upstream of the hydrodynamic focusing region, more uniform 

cell separation would be achieved, leading to increased throughput. 
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2. Increasing cell flow rate is the most direct method of increasing throughput. In the 

current experimental configuration, however, camera detector length determines the 

upper limit on cell velocity. Some percentage of cell relaxation must be observed to 

quantify mechanics. We observe cells after the optical trap in the current configuration to 

avoid cell rotation with asymmetric cells, such as red blood cells. Symmetric cells, such 

as neutrophils, could be observed in their relaxed state before entering the optical trap 

and tracked to the deformed state at the end of the trap using a smaller camera detector. 

As the cell systems of interest moving forward tend to be symmetric (leukemia cells, 

lymphocytes, etc.), cells could be observed before stretching to increase throughput. 

3. As cell velocity is increased, applied optical force must also be increased. When a cell 

spends less time being deformed in the optical trap, the force must be stronger to elicit a 

comparable measurable deformation. Such an increase in optical power will be especially 

important when moving to stiffer cell systems, such as leukemia cells. 

The future of the high-throughput linear optical stretcher lies in investigation of a diverse set of 

cell systems. Of particular interest will be the of effect drug treatment on the mechanics of 

diseased cell systems. Virtually every other cell system of interest beyond blood cells (RBCs, 

neutrophils, etc.), however, will require increased optical intensity to accommodate for increased 

cell stiffness. I believe that we have reached the upper limit of optical power with PDMS 

devices, however, as increases in applied power have a tendency to cause device melting. To 

pursue high-throughput stretching of stiff cell systems, a more heat resistant device design, such 

as glass, should be considered. 
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APPENDIX A OAC CYTOMETRY IMAGE PROCESSING MATLAB CODE 
 
 
%Image Processing: Full .avi file analysis 
%Part 2 of full .avi analysis, Update 8 
%Kevin Roth 
%2012-2-1 
%Instructions: 
%First: run 'ReadAndCropVideo.m' to decide how to crop video for proper 
 
%analysis 
%Before running 'IPFullAviAnalysisUpdate2.m,' RE-SAVE IT IN THE NEW FOLDER. 
%And then...Change the values for cropping to the correct values from 
%'ReadAndCropVideo.m' and run program (line **62**). 
%Specify if the incoming cell is the top cell or the bottom cell by 
%defining z, line **51**. 
%And then...Watch it go.  Boom. 
%Check the mean values for major axis diameters for both cells and change 
%line **179** to delta_yp < ___. (use judgement),(for curve fitting). 
%In this update, the equivalent diameter is used for the deformation 
%values, as well as for calculating the relative velocity of cells incoming 
%for the drag force (update 5 used the major axis diameter value, line 188) 
%And then...see the bottom of this file, open cftool and analyze data. 
%And then...change the values for k and \eta at the bottom and re-run the 
%last bit of code to get a usable graph with data and function.  Then SAVE. 
 
close all 
clearvars 
clc 
 
 
cellmov = mmreader('*.avi');       
    %Read in video 
nFrames = cellmov.NumberOfFrames; 
vidHeight = cellmov.Height; 
vidWidth = cellmov.Width; 
fRate = cellmov.FrameRate; 
cnt = 1; 
cnt2 = 1; 
cnt3 = 1; 
    %Name variables 
     
dragCell = 6; 
    %dragCell = 4  bottom cell is the incoming cell 
    %dragCell = 6  top cell is the incoming cell 
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for j = 1:nFrames 
     
    %First, perform transformations on images 
     
    imageData = read(cellmov,j); 
        %Read in image 
    cropimage = imcrop(imageData, [_ _ _ _]); 
        %Crop image 
    grayData = rgb2gray(cropimage); 
        %Converts RGB image to grayscale 
    level = graythresh(grayData); 
        %Automatically computes an appropriate threshold to convert 
        %grayscale image to binary 
    bw = im2bw(grayData,level); 
        %Converts image to binary image based on calculated threshold 
        %'level' 
    bw = bwareaopen(bw,50); 
        %Removes background noise 
    I3 = edge(bw); 
        %Find edges of a binary image (1's and 0's) 
    I4 = imfill(I3,'holes'); 
        %Fill image regions and holes 
    I5 = bwareaopen(I4,2000); 
        %Morphologically open binary image (remove small objects) 
    BWoutline = bwperim(I5); 
        %Outline on original image with the perimeter generated from the 
        %image processing 
    Segout = cropimage; 
    Segout(BWoutline) = 255; 
     
    figure(1), imshow(Segout); 
        %Show the outline of the image processing function on the original 
        %images while the program is running 
     
    cc = bwconncomp(I5,8); 
        %Find connected components in a binary image 
    cc.NumObjects; 
        %Stores the number of connected components in that frame in the 
        %structure cc 
         
    %IF there are 2 cells per image, then perform and store numerical 
    %analysis on frame 
     
     
    if cc.NumObjects > 1 
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        t2(cnt) = j; 
        cnt = cnt+1; 
    end 
     
        %This short if statement is for defining a vector containing only 
        %the frames where both cells get detected. 
     
     if cc.NumObjects > 1                                               
        cell2 = false(size(I5)); 
        cell2(cc.PixelIdxList{2}) = true; 
        %figure(2), imshow(cell2); 
            %Show the second cell when present 
         
        labeled = labelmatrix(cc);                       
            %Creates a label matrix from bwconncomp structure 
        graindata = regionprops(cc,'Area','EquivDiameter',... 
        'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength','Centroid','Orientation'); 
            %Measures properties of image regions AND SAVES THEM!!! 
             
            if graindata(1).Centroid(2) < graindata(2).Centroid(2) 
                topCell(1,j) = graindata(1,1); 
                bottomCell(1,j) = graindata(2,1);             
            end 
             
                %This if statement says that if the y position of the 
                %centroid of the area that MATLAB labels as #1 is less 
                %(higher on the screen) than the y position of area labeled 
                %as #1, then the data will save the #1 area as 
                %the top cell and the #2 area the bottom cell. 
             
            if graindata(1).Centroid(2) > graindata(2).Centroid(2) 
                topCell(1,j) = graindata(2,1); 
                bottomCell(1,j) = graindata(1,1); 
            end 
             
                %This if statement says that if MATLAB flips the labeling 
                %of areas #1 and #2, to save the area with the lower value 
                %of y-position (in this case, area #2) as topCell.  This 
                %should eliminate any switching of the labeling for the 
                %tracking... 
                 
            topCellMinD(j) = topCell(1,j).MinorAxisLength/10;   %um 
            topCellMajD(j) = topCell(1,j).MajorAxisLength/10;   %um 
            topCellArea(j) = topCell(1,j).Area/100;             %um^2 
            topCellEquivD(j) = topCell(1,j).EquivDiameter/10;   %um 
            topCelly(j) = topCell(1,j).Centroid(2)/10;          %um 
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            topCellx(j) = topCell(1,j).Centroid(1)/10;          %um 
            topCellDeformation(j) = (topCellMajD-topCellMinD)/... 
                (topCellMajD+topCellMinD);                      %unitless 
            topCellOrient(j) = topCell(1,j).Orientation;        %degrees 
            
             
            bottomCellMinD(j) = bottomCell(1,j).MinorAxisLength/10; 
            bottomCellMajD(j) = bottomCell(1,j).MajorAxisLength/10; 
            bottomCellArea(j) = bottomCell(1,j).Area/100; 
            bottomCellEquivD(j) = bottomCell(1,j).EquivDiameter/10; 
            bottomCelly(j) = bottomCell(1,j).Centroid(2)/10; 
            bottomCellx(j) = bottomCell(1,j).Centroid(1)/10; 
            bottomCellDeformation(j) = (bottomCellMajD-bottomCellMinD)/... 
                (bottomCellMajD+bottomCellMinD); 
            bottomCellOrient(j) = bottomCell(1,j).Orientation; 
            
            time(j) = j/fRate; %s 
                 
                %This sequence of commands tells MATLAB to save each part 
                %of the structure as it's own array-so I only have to deal 
                %with 1x(number of frames analyzed) arrays instead of 
                %structures. 
                 
                %With the current optical setup (40x objectives), there are 
                %10 pixels/micrometer.  In order to put values in microns, 
                %each length must be divided by 10 (pixels).  For area, one 
                %must divide by 100: (100 pixels^2/micron^2). 
                 
                %The time for each frame is the number of frame divided by 
                %the frame rate (fRate).   
             
             
            if (bottomCelly(j)-topCelly(j)) < 7.5 
                t3(cnt2) = j; 
                cnt2 = cnt2+1; 
            end 
             
            %This if statement tells MATLAB that I want to know which 
            %frames the y position difference between the cells is less 
            %than 10 um 
            %t3 is used for deciding when the collision begins (for the 
            %curve fitting) 
             
            if (bottomCelly(j)-topCelly(j)) < 14; 
                %Use 14um here, standardized across videos  
                t4(cnt3) = j; 
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                cnt3 = cnt3+1; 
            end 
             
            %This if statement tells MATLAB to define a new time scale when 
            %the difference between the two cells is between between 
            %(Equivalent Diameter of stagnant cell)+(Equivalent Diameter of 
            %incoming cell).  This is for the drag force calculation. 
            %Also, going to get used for the calculation of the average 
            %diameter of cells, for the first ten frames deal (replacing 
            %t2). 
             
                          
                 
     else 
        %figure(2), imshow(cropimage) 
         
            %Use this to see when the second cell is not present so you can 
            %tell the difference between frames (only for watching while 
            %program runs). 
         
     end 
      
     
          
end 
 
 
 
%It should be noted that MATLAB will save data in the column number with 
%the same frame number it is taken from.  If two cells are not detected in 
%a frame, then MATLAB does not save this frame for data, and will fill the 
%cell with a zero. If there are no more 2 cell frames detected, the program 
%will not fill those cells in with zeros.  For example, using m19 from 
%2011-01-17, there are 452 frames, and MATLAB only records data from 426 of 
%them because after frame 426 a second cell is not detected, so no more 
%data is taken.  But looking through the data, there are zeros where there 
%wasn't a cell detected, so MATLAB is not compressing the data and making 
%it look like there weren't any frames skipped. 
 
%Plotting Data 
 
%figure(3), plot(time,topCellMinD,'.',time,topCellMajD,'x'); 
%xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Cell Diameter (\mum)'),title('Top Cell'); 
%legend('Minor Axis','Major Axis'),axis([0 nFrames/fRate 5.5 8.0]); 
 
%figure(4), plot(time,bottomCellMinD,'.',time,bottomCellMajD,'x'); 
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%xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Cell Diameter (\mum)'),title('Bottom Cell'); 
%legend('Minor Axis','Major Axis'),axis([0 nFrames/fRate 5.5 8.0]); 
 
figure(5), plot(time,topCelly,'.',time,bottomCelly,'x'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('y-Coordinate (/mum)'),title('Cell Position'); 
legend('Top Cell','Bottom Cell'); 
 
figure(6), plot(time,topCellEquivD,'.',time,bottomCellEquivD,'x'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Equiv D (/mum)'),title('Cell Equiv D'); 
legend('Top Cell','Bottom Cell'); 
 
%Data Analysis 
    %By adding the if statement in the for loop above defining t2 to be the 
    %frames when there are two cells only, we are able to eliminate the 
    %need to look for the first ten good frames in the video to take the 
    %mean.  It's now automatic. 
 
topCellEquivD_mean = mean(topCellEquivD(t4(1:10))); 
bottomCellEquivD_mean = mean(bottomCellEquivD(t4(1:10))); 
 
    %units: um 
    %changed this mean calculation time scale, but the rest of the data 
    %should be t2 dependent, because that is the time scale where both 
    %cells are present in the frame.  This will just help eliminate the 
    %funky measurements from cell rotation.  Now, it will be the ten frames 
    %as the drag is being calculated, so shouldn't be any issue with 
    %deforming in that range as well. 
    %Calculate the mean value of the first ten measurements of the major 
    %and minor axis diameters of both cells 
 
    %Percent Deformation 
    
    topCellEquivDef = (topCellEquivD(t2)-topCellEquivD_mean)/... 
                topCellEquivD_mean*100; 
    topCellEquivDef = (topCellEquivD(t2)-topCellEquivD_mean)/... 
                topCellEquivD_mean*100; 
 
     
    time2 = t2/fRate; 
    t3_shift = t3-t3(1); 
    time3=  t3_shift/fRate; 
    %t2 is the frame number, this will give time2 units of time (s) 
    %t2 defines the frame numbers where both cells get detected 
    %t3 defines the frames where the cell's y position difference is less 
    %than 10 um 
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%Percent Deformation = [a(0)-a(t)]/a(0)*100% 
%figure(6), plot(time2,topCellMinDef,'.',time2,topCellMajDef,'x'); 
%xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Percent Deformation'); 
%title('Top Cell Deformation'),legend('Minor Axis','Major Axis'); 
%axis([0 nFrames/fRate -15 15]); 
 
 
%figure(7), plot(time2,bottomCellMinDef,'.',time2,bottomCellMajDef,'x'); 
%xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Percent Deformation'); 
%title('Bottom Cell Deformation'),legend('Minor Axis','Major Axis'); 
%axis([0 nFrames/fRate -15 15]); 
 
    %Alternative Cell Deformation Measurement 
     
figure(8), plot(time,topCellDeformation,'.',time,... 
    bottomCellDeformation,'x'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('[long-short]/[long+short]'); 
title('Cell Deformation/Strain?'),legend('Top Cell','Bottom Cell'); 
%axis([0 nFrames/fRate 0 0.1]); 
    %Orientation 
     
figure(9), plot(time,topCellOrient,'.',time,bottomCellOrient,'x'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('Angle (Degrees)'); 
title('Major Axis Orientation vs. Horizontal Line'); 
legend('Top Cell','Bottom Cell'); 
%axis([0 nFrames/fRate -90 90]); 
     
    %Delta x; like spring 
     
topCellDeltaX = (topCellEquivD_mean-topCellEquivD(t2))*10^-6; 
bottomCellDeltaX = (bottomCellEquivD_mean-bottomCellEquivD(t2))*10^-6; 
topCellD_mean = topCellEquivD_mean; 
bottomCellD_mean = bottomCellEquivD_mean; 
topCellD = topCellEquivD; 
bottomCellD = bottomCellEquivD; 
    %units of the DeltaX: meters 
    %units of the mean and D: um 
    %Only need to change the variable from Min diameter to Maj diameter in 
    %these variables, they get referenced throughout the rest of the 
    %program. 
     
figure(10), plot(time2,topCellDeltaX,'.',time2,bottomCellDeltaX,'x'); 
xlabel('Time(s)'),ylabel('delta X (m)'); 
title('Spring-like behavior of a super sweet RBC'); 
legend('Top Cell','Bottom Cell'); 
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    %Percent Deformation for curve fitting 
     
%AbsbottomCellMinDef = abs(bottomCellMinDef); 
%AbsbottomCellMajDef = abs(bottomCellMajDef); 
%AbstopCellMinDef = abs(topCellMinDef); 
%AbstopCellMajDef = abs(topCellMajDef); 
 
 
%Drag Force Calculation 
 
if dragCell < 5 
 
    bottomCellVelocity = abs(bottomCelly(t4(10))-bottomCelly(t4(1)))/... 
 
        ((t4(10)-t4(1))/fRate)*10^-6; 
        %Convert cell velocity to units of m/s from um/s 
        %This is only the y velocity of the cell, it's the important value. 
        %And there is very little x movement.  Take absolute value because the 
        %cell is travelling in the negative y direction 
     
    viscosity = 0.001; 
        %units: kg/m*s or Pa*s, it's 0.01 P = 1 cP = 0.001 Pa*s 
 
    rcell = (bottomCellEquivD_mean/2)*10^-6; 
        %units of m from um 
        %Average cell diameter over first ten frames 
        %Actually a RADIUS, divide the equivalent diameter by 2 
     
    dragForce = 6.1159*4*pi*viscosity*rcell*bottomCellVelocity; 
        %units of N 
 
end 
 
if dragCell > 5 
 
    topCellVelocity = abs(topCelly(t4(10))-topCelly(t4(1)))/... 
        ((t4(10)-t4(1))/fRate)*10^-6; 
        %Convert cell velocity to units of m/s from um/s 
        %This is only the y velocity of the cell, it's the important value. 
        %And there is very little x movement.  Take absolute value because the 
        %cell is travelling in the negative y direction 
     
    viscosity = 0.001; 
        %units: kg/m*s or Pa*s, it's 0.01 P = 1 cP = 0.001 Pa*s 
 
    rcell = (topCellEquivD_mean/2)*10^-6; 
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        %units of m from um 
        %Average cell diameter over first ten frames 
        %Actually a RADIUS, divide the equivalent diameter by 2 
         
    dragForce = 6.1159*4*pi*viscosity*rcell*topCellVelocity; 
        %units of N 
 
end 
 
 
%Curve Fitting 
topCellDeltaX_Fd = topCellDeltaX/dragForce; 
bottomCellDeltaX_Fd = bottomCellDeltaX/dragForce; 
 
    %Normalize data to eliminate one variable 
     
yPositionDifference = -topCelly(t2)+bottomCelly(t2); 
yPosDif = -topCelly(t3)+bottomCelly(t3); 
 
%figure(11), plot(time2,yPositionDifference,'.',time3,yPosDif,'x'); 
%xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('topCelly-bottomCelly'); 
topDeltaX = (topCellD_mean-topCellD(t3))*10^-6; 
bottomDeltaX = (bottomCellD_mean-bottomCellD(t3))*10^-6; 
 
    %Units of m 
topDeltaX_Fd = topDeltaX/dragForce; 
bottomDeltaX_Fd = bottomDeltaX/dragForce; 
 
figure(12), plot(time3,topDeltaX,'.',time3,bottomDeltaX,'x'); 
xlabel('Time(s)'),ylabel('Delta X (\mum)') 
title('Delta X for \DeltaYpos<9') 
 
 
%Instructions for cftool 
    %Start by opening the curve fitting tool, type cftool in command 
    %window, press enter. 
    %Create data sets using time3 for the x and (bottom/top)DeltaX_Fd 
    %for the y. 
    %Choose "Fitting," and create a new fit.  Under "Type of fit" choose 
    %"Custom Equations."  Use 1/k*(1-exp(-k/n*x)).  Need good guesses for the 
    %constants.  Use: k = 1e-6 and n = 1e-6.  Apply fit. 
 
 
%NEED TO CHANGE VALUES DEPENDING ON VALUES GIVEN BY CFTOOL 
     
    %TOP CELL 
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k_top = 0;%Units: N/m 
k_top_upper = 0; %This is for the 95% confidence bounds 
k_top_lower = 0; 
n_top = 0; %Units: N*s/m 
n_top_upper = 0; 
n_top_lower = 0; 
R2_top = 0; 
SSE_top = 0; 
AdjustedR_Square_top = 0; 
RMSE_top = 0; 
expFit_top = 1/k_top*(1-exp(-k_top/n_top*time3)); 
expFit_top_upper = 1/k_top_upper*(1-exp(-k_top_upper/n_top_upper*time3)); 
expFit_top_lower = 1/k_top_lower*(1-exp(-k_top_lower/n_top_lower*time3)); 
 
figure(13), plot(time3,topDeltaX_Fd,'.',time3,expFit_top,'-',time3,... 
    expFit_top_upper,'--',time3,expFit_top_lower,'-.'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('\Delta(Equivalent Diameter)/Drag Force (m/N)'); 
title('Top Cell Equivalent Diameter in Cell Collision'); 
text(0.75,4e4,'\it1/k[1-\ite^{-k/\etat}]','FontSize',18); 
legend('Experimental Data','Exponential Fit','95% Upper','95% Lower'); 
 
    %BOTTOM CELL 
k_bottom = 0; 
k_bottom_upper = 0; 
k_bottom_lower = 0; 
n_bottom = 0; 
n_bottom_upper = 0; 
n_bottom_lower = 0; 
R2_bottom = 0; 
SSE_bottom = 0; 
AdjustedR_Square_bottom = 0; 
RMSE_bottom = 0; 
expFit_bottom = 1/k_bottom*(1-exp(-k_bottom/n_bottom*time3)); 
expFit_bottom_upper = 1/k_bottom_upper*(1-exp(-k_bottom_upper/... 
    n_bottom_upper*time3)); 
expFit_bottom_lower = 1/k_bottom_lower*(1-exp(-k_bottom_lower/... 
    n_bottom_lower*time3)); 
 
figure(14), plot(time3,bottomDeltaX_Fd,'.',time3,expFit_bottom,'-',... 
    time3,expFit_bottom_upper,'--',time3,expFit_bottom_lower,'-.'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'),ylabel('\Delta(Equivalent Diameter)/Drag Force (m/N)'); 
title('Bottom Cell Equivalent Diameter in Cell Collision'); 
text(0.75,4e4,'\it1/k[1-\ite^{-k/\etat}]','FontSize',18); 
legend('Expermental Data','Exponential Fit','95% Upper','95% Lower');  
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APPENDIX B OPTICAL STRETCHING IN FLOW IMAGE PROCESSING CODE IN C 
 
 
//read in video and do stuff... 
 
 
/***************Output file looks like this**************************************/ 
/**(1) frame (2) x position (3) y position (4) short axis (5) long axis (6) angle (7) Deformation 
index**/ 
 
//headers 
#include "cv.h" 
#include "highgui.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
//preallocations 
CvCapture *capture = 0; 
IplImage *image = 0, *gray = 0, *gray2 = 0, *save = 0, *original = 0, *testframe = 0, *roi = 0, 
*image04 = 0, *img = 0, *roi_s = 0, *roi_r = 0;// *cnt_img = 0; 
//gray2 is the same as 'adaptivethreshold' image from other files - it's the destination of 
cvAdaptiveThreshold 
int frames, c, x_l, x_r, y_u, y_d, red, blue, green, k, k_old, x_l_s, x_r_s, y_u_s, y_d_s, x_l_r, 
x_r_r, y_u_r, y_d_r; 
int blocksize, subpix, param1, levels, k; 
float x_l_r_pix, x_r_r_pix, x_l_s_pix, x_r_s_pix, x_l_pix, y_d_s_pix, y_d_r_pix, y_u_s_pix, 
y_u_r_pix, y_u_pix; 
int i = 1; 
float height, width, xpos, ypos, longaxis, shortaxis, angle, fps; 
CvSeq* contour = 0; 
CvSeq* points = 0; 
float data[1000][8];//added 0 
float data_old[1000][8];//added 0 
int a = 0; 
int b = 0; 
int traj = 0; 
FILE *fp[10000000];//added 0 
char path[1000];//added 0 
char string[256]; 
 
//special variables 
CvBox2D box; 
CvPoint center; 
CvSize size; 
 
//predefined variable 
float pixelsize = 0.1395;//need to recalculate; in um/pixels 
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int stepsizex = 5/0.1395;//these values are all um/(um/pixels) to give pixels to the program 
int stepsizey = 1./0.1395; 
float stepsizelength = 1/0.1395;//this is for the delta(size) of cells - needs to be within this 
boundary to get detected as same cell 
int cellsizexmin = 4.25/0.1395; 
int cellsizexmax = 13.5/0.1395; 
int cellsizeymin = 2.5/0.1395; 
int cellsizeymax = 7/0.1395; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
/*****************************functions****************************************/ 
 
 
 
/*thresholding function: not practical (yet), because blocksize needs to always be an odd number. 
As such, can't use a trackbar. Need something clever...*/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
//Set ROI function 
 
void set_roi(int argc) 
 { 
  cvZero(roi);//set 'gray2' to zeros 
  cvCopy(gray,roi,0);//copy 'save' to 'gray2' 
  cvLine(roi, cvPoint(x_l,0), cvPoint(x_l,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi, cvPoint(0,y_u), cvPoint(width,y_u), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi, cvPoint(x_r,0), cvPoint(x_r,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi, cvPoint(0,y_d), cvPoint(width,y_d), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvShowImage("Set ROI",roi); 
 } 
 
 
//Set Stretch zone function 
 
void set_stretch_roi(int argc) 
 { 
  cvZero(roi_s);//set 'gray2' to zeros 
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  cvCopy(gray,roi_s,0);//copy 'save' to 'gray2' 
  cvLine(roi_s, cvPoint(x_l_s,0), cvPoint(x_l_s,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_s, cvPoint(0,y_u_s), cvPoint(width,y_u_s), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_s, cvPoint(x_r_s,0), cvPoint(x_r_s,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_s, cvPoint(0,y_d_s), cvPoint(width,y_d_s), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvShowImage("Set Stretch ROI",roi_s); 
 } 
 
 
//Set relax zone function 
 
void set_relax_roi(int argc) 
 { 
  cvZero(roi_r);//set 'gray2' to zeros 
  cvCopy(gray,roi_r,0);//copy 'save' to 'gray2' 
  cvLine(roi_r, cvPoint(x_l_r,0), cvPoint(x_l_r,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_r, cvPoint(0,y_u_r), cvPoint(width,y_u_r), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_r, cvPoint(x_r_r,0), cvPoint(x_r_r,height), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvLine(roi_r, cvPoint(0,y_d_r), cvPoint(width,y_d_r), cvScalar(250,0,0,0),1,8,0); 
  cvShowImage("Set Relax ROI",roi_r); 
 } 
 
 
 
//simple finding/drawing contours function from singlecontour.c 
 
float contour_fit(int nothing) 
 { 
      
  cvNamedWindow("Contour",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
  cvNamedWindow("Original",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
   
  CvMemStorage* storage; 
     CvSeq* contour; 
  
     // Create dynamic structure and sequence. 
     storage = cvCreateMemStorage(0); 
     contour = cvCreateSeq(CV_SEQ_ELTYPE_POINT, sizeof(CvSeq), sizeof(CvPoint) , 
storage); 
  
     // Threshold the source image. This needful for cvFindContours(). 
     //cvThreshold( image03, image02, slider_pos, 255, CV_THRESH_BINARY ); 
  
     // Find all contours. 
     cvFindContours( gray2, storage, &contour, sizeof(CvContour), 
                     CV_RETR_LIST, CV_CHAIN_APPROX_NONE, cvPoint(0,0)); 
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     // Clear images. IPL use. 
     //cvZero(img); 
     //cvZero(gray); 
  //cvZero(cnt_img); 
 
  k = 1; 
 
     // This cycle draw all contours and approximate it by ellipses. 
     for(;contour;contour = contour->h_next) 
     { 
         int count = contour->total; // This is number point in contour 
         CvPoint center; 
         CvSize size; 
         CvBox2D box; 
  
         // Number point must be more than or equal to 6 (for cvFitEllipse_32f). 
         if( count < 6 ) 
             continue; 
  
         CvMat* points_f = cvCreateMat( 1, count, CV_32FC2 ); 
         CvMat points_i = cvMat( 1, count, CV_32SC2, points_f->data.ptr ); 
         cvCvtSeqToArray( contour, points_f->data.ptr, CV_WHOLE_SEQ ); 
         cvConvert( &points_i, points_f ); 
  
         // Fits ellipse to current contour. 
         box = cvFitEllipse2( points_f ); 
   if(box.size.width > cellsizeymin && box.size.height > cellsizexmin && 
box.size.width < cellsizeymax && box.size.height < cellsizexmax) 
   { 
         // Draw current contour on Iplimage 'original' 
         
cvDrawContours(image04,contour,CV_RGB(255,255,255),CV_RGB(255,255,255),0,1,8,cvPoin
t(0,0)); 
  
         // Convert ellipse data from float to integer representation. 
         center = cvPointFrom32f(box.center); 
         size.width = cvRound(box.size.width*0.5); 
         size.height = cvRound(box.size.height*0.5); 
  
 
   //store data... 
   data[k-1][0] = 0; 
   data[k-1][1] = i; 
   data[k-1][2] = box.center.x; 
   data[k-1][3] = box.center.y; 
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   data[k-1][4] = box.size.width; 
   data[k-1][5] = box.size.height; 
   data[k-1][6] = box.angle; 
   data[k-1][7] = 0; 
 
   if(i == 1) //for first frame of video (no previous frame) 
   {data_old[k-1][7] = 1;} //for continuing trajectory 
 
   printf("Ellipse data nr. %d: i: %d, x %2.2f, y %2.2f, 1st axis: %2.2f \n", k, 
i, data[k-1][2]*pixelsize, data[k-1][3]*pixelsize, data[k-1][5]*pixelsize); 
 
 
         // Draw ellipse on Iplimage 'image04' -------> move to find_trajectories function to 
mimic Tobias' program. Also for coloring/tracking 
         /*cvEllipse(image04, center, size, 
                   -box.angle, 0, 360, 
                   CV_RGB(0,0,255), 1, CV_AA, 0);*/ 
  
         cvReleaseMat(&points_f); 
   k++; 
   } 
     } 
  
  return xpos; 
  return ypos; 
  return longaxis; 
  return shortaxis; 
  return angle; 
 } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
//Trajectory detection function... 
 
float find_trajectories(char argv[2]) 
 { 
  //this loop identifies continuing trajectories 
  for (a = 1; a < k; a++) 
   { 
    for(b = 1; b < k_old; b++) 
     { 
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      if(abs(data[a-1][2] - data_old[b-1][2]) < stepsizex 
&& abs(data[a-1][3] - data_old[b-1][3]) < stepsizey && fabs(data[a-1][5] - data_old[b-1][5]) < 
stepsizelength) 
       //if difference in x position is less than 
stepsizex 
       //AND 
       //if difference in y position is less than 
stepsizey 
       //AND 
       //if the difference in long axis (ellipse 
height??) is less than the stepsizelength ------> I think this is to make sure a different sized cell 
isn't detected instead...? 
       { 
        //printf("test continuing %d\n",i); 
        //fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]] = 
fopen(path,"a"); 
        fprintf(fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]], "%d    
%2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    0  0  0\n", i-1, data[a-1][2]*pixelsize, data[a-
1][3]*pixelsize, data[a-1][4]*pixelsize, data[a-1][5]*pixelsize, data[a-1][6], (data[a-1][5] - 
data[a-1][4])/(data[a-1][5] + data[a-1][4])); 
        data[a-1][7] = 1; 
        data_old[b-1][7] = 1; 
        data[a-1][0] = data_old[b-1][0]; 
        //fclose(fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]]); 
        //printf("continuing %d\n",i); 
       } 
     } 
 
    if (i >= frames-3) //end of movie 
     { 
      fclose(fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]]); 
     } 
   } 
    
  //this loop identifies new/beginning trajectories 
  for(a = 1; a < k; a++) 
   { 
    if(data[a-1][7] == 0) 
     { 
     //printf("test new %d\n",i); 
     traj = traj + 1; 
     sprintf(path, "%s%d.txt", &argv[2], traj); 
     printf("opening %s\n", path); 
     fp[traj] = fopen(path,"w"); 
     fprintf(fp[traj], "%d    %2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    %2.3f    
%2.3f    %2.3f    0  0  0\n", i-1, data[a-1][2]*pixelsize, data[a-1][3]*pixelsize, data[a-
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1][4]*pixelsize, data[a-1][5]*pixelsize, data[a-1][6], (data[a-1][5] - data[a-1][4])/(data[a-1][5] + 
data[a-1][4])); 
     data[a-1][0] = traj; 
     //fclose(fp[traj]); 
     } 
    if(i >= frames-3) //end of movie 
     { 
      fclose(fp[traj]); 
     } 
   } 
 
  //this loop identifies noncontinuous trajectories and closes file 
  for(b = 1; b < k_old; b++) 
   { 
    if(data_old[b-1][7] == 0) //trajectory is not continued 
     { 
      sprintf(path, "%s%d.txt", &argv[2], (int)data_old[b-
1][0]); 
      //printf("test end %d\n", i); 
      printf("closing %s\n",path); 
      fclose(fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]]); 
     } 
    if(i >= frames-3) //end of movie 
     { 
      fclose(fp[(int)data_old[b-1][0]]); 
     } 
   } 
 
  //saves data of current frame for analysis of next frame, resets control parameter 
data[x][7] to 0 
  for(a = 1; a < k; a++) 
   { 
    data_old[a-1][0] = data[a-1][0]; 
    data_old[a-1][1] = data[a-1][1]; 
    data_old[a-1][2] = data[a-1][2]; 
    data_old[a-1][3] = data[a-1][3]; 
    data_old[a-1][4] = data[a-1][4]; 
    data_old[a-1][5] = data[a-1][5]; 
    data_old[a-1][6] = data[a-1][6]; 
    data_old[a-1][7] = 0; 
 
    box.center.x = data[a-1][2]; 
    box.center.y = data[a-1][3]; 
    box.size.width = data[a-1][4]; 
    box.size.height = data[a-1][5]; 
    box.angle = data[a-1][6]; 
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    center = cvPointFrom32f(box.center); 
    size.width = cvRound(box.size.width*0.5); 
    size.height = cvRound(box.size.height*0.5); 
     
    //draw ellipses to output pictures. 
    //cvEllipse(image04, center, size, 
                   //-box.angle, 0, 360, 
                   //CV_RGB(0,0,255), 1, CV_AA, 0); 
 
    //set colors 
    red = ((int)data[a-1][0]-1)*80; 
    blue = ((int)data[a-1][0]-1)*48 + 128; 
    green = 128 - ((int)data[a-1][0]-1)*72; 
     while(red > 255){red = red - 256;} 
     while(blue > 255){blue = blue - 256;} 
     while(green < 0){green = green + 256;} 
 
    //redraw ellipses...? put on 'original'? 
    cvEllipse(original, center, size, 
      -box.angle, 0, 360, 
      CV_RGB(red,green,blue), 1, CV_AA, 0); 
 
    //lines showing ellipse details? 
    cvLine(original, cvPoint(center.x - 
size.width*sin(box.angle*2*M_PI/360), center.y + size.height*cos(box.angle*2*M_PI/360)), 
cvPoint(center.x + size.width*sin(box.angle*2*M_PI/360), center.y - 
size.height*cos(box.angle*2*M_PI/360)), CV_RGB(red,green,blue),1,8,0); 
 
   } 
  k_old = k; //set contour for next frame 
 
  //show images 
  //cvShowImage("Contour", image04); 
  cvShowImage("Original", original); 
 } 
 
 
 
/******************************main function***********************************/ 
 
int main(int argc, char** argv) 
{ 
  //forced to include file name in command line 
 if(argc !=3) 
  { 
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  printf("add image file name and output file: ./video1 <video.avi> <output data file 
(no extension)>\n"); 
  return -1; 
  } 
  
  
 
 //Load video 
 capture = cvCreateFileCapture(argv[1]); 
 //capture is the structure containing the .avi file 
 if(!capture) 
 { 
 printf("Could not initialize capturing\n"); 
 return -1; 
 } 
  
 
 //read values for ROI if available... 
 FILE *readvalues = fopen("values.txt","r"); 
 if(!readvalues) 
  { 
  printf("no values found\n"); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  fscanf(readvalues, "%d  %d  %d  %d\n", &x_l, &y_u, &x_r, &y_d); 
  fclose(readvalues); 
  } 
 
 FILE *readvaluesstretch = fopen("values_stretch.txt","r"); 
 if(!readvaluesstretch) 
  { 
  printf("no values found\n"); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  fscanf(readvaluesstretch, "%d  %d  %d  %d\n", &x_l_s, &y_u_s, &x_r_s, 
&y_d_s); 
  fclose(readvaluesstretch); 
  } 
 
 FILE *readvaluesrelax = fopen("values_relax.txt","r"); 
 if(!readvaluesrelax) 
  { 
  printf("no values found\n"); 
  } 
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 else 
  { 
  fscanf(readvaluesrelax, "%d  %d  %d  %d\n", &x_l_r, &y_u_r, &x_r_r, &y_d_r); 
  fclose(readvaluesrelax); 
  } 
 
 //get video info 
 cvQueryFrame(capture); 
 frames = cvGetCaptureProperty(capture, CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_COUNT); 
 height = cvGetCaptureProperty(capture, CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT); 
 width = cvGetCaptureProperty(capture, CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH); 
 
 //create the spot(?) for our IplImages? 
 testframe = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
 original = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,3); 
 gray = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 gray2 = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 save = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 roi = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 roi_s = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 roi_r = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 img = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  //cnt_img = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
 image04 = cvCloneImage(testframe); 
 
 //convert testframe to grayscale - store image in 'gray' 
 cvCvtColor(testframe,gray,CV_BGR2GRAY); 
 
 
 
 /**********All three ROI functions are here...***************/ 
  
 
 /****************Image processing ROI******************/ 
 
 //open window with trackbars... 
 cvNamedWindow("Set ROI",0); 
 cvResizeWindow("Set ROI",600,600); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x left position","Set ROI",&x_l,width,set_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x right position","Set ROI",&x_r,width,set_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("y top position","Set ROI",&y_u,height,set_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("y down position","Set ROI",&y_d,height,set_roi); 
 
 //call function... 
  
 set_roi(0); 
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 int key = cvWaitKey(0); 
 //waits until press a key to move on... 
 
 //checks that ROI is valid 
 if(x_r < x_l) 
 { 
 int x = x_r; 
 x_r = x_l; 
 x_l = x; 
 } 
 if(y_d < y_u) 
 { 
 int y = y_d; 
 y_d = y_u; 
 y_u = y; 
 } 
 if(x_r - x_l == 0 || y_u - y_d == 0) 
 { 
 printf("Invalid ROI\n"); 
 printf("    \n"); 
 return -1; 
 } 
 
 //Set ROI with values from lines... 
 printf("ROI rectangle corner points: (%d/%d), (%d/%d)\n", x_l, y_u, x_r, y_d); 
 printf("ROI width: %f um, height: %f um\n", (x_r-x_l)*pixelsize, (y_d-y_u)*pixelsize); 
 x_l_pix = x_l*pixelsize; 
 y_u_pix = y_u*pixelsize; 
 printf("ROI 0 point: (%f, %f)\n", x_l_pix, y_u_pix); 
 cvDestroyWindow("Set ROI"); 
 
 //opens and writes files with parameters of processed image (new video7.c) 
 FILE *values = fopen("values.txt","w"); 
 fprintf(values, "%d  %d  %d  %d  %f  %f  %s\n", x_l, y_u, x_r, y_d, x_l_pix, y_u_pix, 
argv[1]); 
 fclose(values); 
 
 
 
/*****************************Stretch ROI**************************/ 
 
 //open window with trackbars... 
 cvNamedWindow("Set Stretch ROI",0); 
 cvResizeWindow("Set Stretch ROI",600,600); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x left position","Set Stretch ROI",&x_l_s,width,set_stretch_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x right position","Set Stretch ROI",&x_r_s,width,set_stretch_roi); 
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 cvCreateTrackbar("y top position","Set Stretch ROI",&y_u_s,height,set_stretch_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("y down position","Set Stretch ROI",&y_d_s,height,set_stretch_roi); 
 
 //call function... 
  
 set_stretch_roi(0); 
 int kye = cvWaitKey(0); 
 //waits until press a key to move on... 
 
 //checks that ROI is valid 
 if(x_r_s < x_l_s) 
 { 
 int x_s = x_r_s; 
 x_r_s = x_l_s; 
 x_l_s = x_s; 
 } 
 if(y_d_s < y_u_s) 
 { 
 int y_s = y_d_s; 
 y_d_s = y_u_s; 
 y_u_s = y_s; 
 } 
 if(x_r_s - x_l_s == 0 || y_u_s - y_d_s == 0) 
 { 
 printf("Invalid ROI\n"); 
 printf("    \n"); 
 return -1; 
 } 
 
 //Set ROI with values from lines... 
 printf("ROI stretch rectangle corner points: (%d/%d), (%d/%d)\n", x_l_s, y_u_s, x_r_s, 
y_d_s); 
 printf("Stretch ROI width: %f um, height: %f um\n", (x_r_s-x_l_s)*pixelsize, (y_d_s-
y_u_s)*pixelsize); 
 x_l_s_pix = x_l_s*pixelsize; 
 x_r_s_pix = x_r_s*pixelsize; 
 y_d_s_pix = y_d_s*pixelsize; 
 y_u_s_pix = y_u_s*pixelsize; 
 printf("Stretch ROI x range: %f, %f\n", x_l_s_pix, x_r_s_pix); 
 cvDestroyWindow("Set Stretch ROI"); 
 
 //opens and writes files with parameters of processed image (new video7.c) 
 FILE *values_stretch = fopen("values_stretch.txt","w_r"); 
 fprintf(values_stretch, "%d  %d  %d  %d  %f  %f  %f  %f  %s\n", x_l_s, y_u_s, x_r_s, 
y_d_s, x_l_s_pix, x_r_s_pix, y_d_s_pix, y_u_s_pix, argv[1]); 
 fclose(values_stretch); 
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/**********************Relax ROI*****************************/ 
 
 //open window with trackbars... 
 cvNamedWindow("Set Relax ROI",0); 
 cvResizeWindow("Set ROI",600,600); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x left position","Set Relax ROI",&x_l_r,width,set_relax_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("x right position","Set Relax ROI",&x_r_r,width,set_relax_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("y top position","Set Relax ROI",&y_u_r,height,set_relax_roi); 
 cvCreateTrackbar("y down position","Set Relax ROI",&y_d_r,height,set_relax_roi); 
 
 //call function... 
  
 set_relax_roi(0); 
 int yek_r = cvWaitKey(0); 
 //waits until press a key to move on... 
 
 //checks that ROI is valid 
 if(x_r_r < x_l_r) 
 { 
 int x_r = x_r_r; 
 x_r_r = x_l_r; 
 x_l_r = x_r; 
 } 
 if(y_d_r < y_u_r) 
 { 
 int y_r = y_d_r; 
 y_d_r = y_u_r; 
 y_u_r = y_r; 
 } 
 if(x_r_r - x_l_r == 0 || y_u_r - y_d_r == 0) 
 { 
 printf("Invalid ROI\n"); 
 printf("    \n"); 
 return -1; 
 } 
 
 //Set ROI with values from lines... 
 printf("ROI relax rectangle corner points: (%d/%d), (%d/%d)\n", x_l_r, y_u_r, x_r_r, 
y_d_r); 
 printf("Relax ROI width: %f um, height: %f um\n", (x_r_r-x_l_r)*pixelsize, (y_d_r-
y_u_r)*pixelsize); 
 x_l_r_pix = x_l_r*pixelsize; 
 x_r_r_pix = x_r_r*pixelsize; 
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 y_d_r_pix = y_d_r*pixelsize; 
 y_u_r_pix = y_u_r*pixelsize; 
 printf("Relax ROI x range: %f, %f\n", x_l_r_pix, x_r_r_pix); 
 cvDestroyWindow("Set Relax ROI"); 
 
 //opens and writes files with parameters of processed image (new video7.c) 
 FILE *values_relax = fopen("values_relax.txt","w_r"); 
 fprintf(values_relax, "%d  %d  %d  %d  %f  %f  %f  %f  %s\n", x_l_r, y_u_r, x_r_r, 
y_d_r, x_l_r_pix, x_r_r_pix, y_d_r_pix, y_u_r_pix, argv[1]); 
 fclose(values_relax); 
 
 
/*********************End of ROI functions...******************************/ 
 
 
 //Allocate spot for video to play... 
 //cvNamedWindow("Original video",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 cvNamedWindow("Thresholded video",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
  //cvNamedWindow("Contours",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 //cvNamedWindow("Ellipses",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 cvMoveWindow("Thresholded video",0,400); 
 cvMoveWindow("Original",400,0); 
  //cvMoveWindow("Contours",400,400); 
 //cvMoveWindow("Ellipses",600,600); 
 
 printf("number of frames %d:\n", frames); 
 printf("input param1 for cvSmooth function (7):\n"); 
 scanf("%d", &param1); 
 printf("input number of pixels for cvAdaptiveThreshold (91):\n"); 
 scanf("%d", &blocksize); 
 printf("input number of pixels to subtract from image (-1):\n"); 
 scanf("%d", &subpix); 
 printf("input max_level for cvDrawContours (2):\n"); 
 scanf("%d", &levels); 
 
 //set ROI to the images - this is for checking the contour fit - add in later 
 //cvCopy(testframe,original,0); 
 
 //open file for data output (video7.c addition) 
 sprintf(path, "%s%d.txt", argv[2],0); 
 //FILE *singal = fopen(path, "w"); 
 
 //for loop to play video 
 
 for(i = 1; i < frames-2; i++) 
 //while(1) 
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  { 
  cvZero(gray2); 
  cvZero(gray); 
  cvZero(original); 
   //cvZero(cnt_img); 
  cvZero(img); 
  cvZero(image04); 
  //reset images 
 
  testframe = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
  //grab a frame from 'capture' 
 
  original = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,3); 
  gray = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  gray2 = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  save = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  roi = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  img = cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(testframe),8,1); 
  image04 = cvCloneImage(testframe); 
  //reallocate spots for all images - same size this way 
 
  cvCvtColor(testframe,gray,CV_BGR2GRAY); 
  //convert to grayscale -> 'gray' 
  cvCvtColor(gray,original,CV_GRAY2BGR); 
   
  cvSmooth(gray,gray,CV_BLUR,param1,0,0,0); 
 
 cvAdaptiveThreshold(gray,gray2,255,CV_ADAPTIVE_THRESH_GAUSSIAN_C,CV_
THRESH_BINARY,blocksize,subpix); 
  cvNot(gray2,gray2); 
  cvCopy(gray2,img,0); 
  //threshold 'gray' -> 'gray2' is thresholded image 
  if (!testframe) break; 
  cvSetImageROI(gray2, cvRect(x_l, y_u, x_r-x_l, y_d-y_u)); 
  cvSetImageROI(original, cvRect(x_l, y_u, x_r-x_l, y_d-y_u)); 
   //cvSetImageROI(cnt_img, cvRect(x_l, y_u, x_r-x_l, y_d-y_u)); 
  cvSetImageROI(image04, cvRect(x_l, y_u, x_r-x_l, y_d-y_u)); 
  cvSetImageROI(img, cvRect(x_l, y_u, x_r-x_l, y_d-y_u)); 
  contour_fit(0); 
   //it's important to set roi before running functions, as done here - that way 
the data only comes from the roi image, not the original 
 
  find_trajectories(argv[2]); 
   
  //cvShowImage("Original video",original); 
  cvShowImage("Thresholded video",img); 
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   //cvShowImage("Contours",cnt_img); 
  //cvShowImage("Ellipses",image04); 
   
  char c = cvWaitKey(2); 
  if (c == 27) break; 
  //if press "Esc" the program will end 
//getchar(); 
 } 
  
  
  
  
 cvDestroyWindow("Thresholded video"); 
  
 //cvDestroyWindow("Original video"); 
  //cvDestroyWindow("Contours"); 
 //cvDestroyWindow("Ellipses"); 
 cvReleaseImage(&save); 
 cvReleaseImage(&original); 
 cvReleaseImage(&testframe); 
 cvReleaseImage(&gray); 
 cvReleaseImage(&gray2); 
 cvReleaseImage(&img); 
 cvReleaseImage(&image04); 
  //cvReleaseImage(&cnt_img); 
  
 cvReleaseCapture(&capture); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
 


